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Two Students
Suspended
Charges of Sexual Assault
-David GerberNewk Editor
Two male Trinity students
were suspended indefinitely and
another was censured in response
to allegations of sexual harassment from seven female students
from St. Joseph's College. One of
the. suspended students has appealed the ruling to a formal adjudication and is awaiting a decision from the Dean of Students.
A formal letter sent to the
alleged assailants from the Dean
of Students Office said, "Your
actions constitute an invasion, and
verbal and physical assault. More
specifically, asexual assault. You
have violated College Regulations
#1 and #8 pertaining to harassment, physical assault and indecent behavior as outlined in the
Trinity Handbook. You also violated our statement on Sexual
Harassment."
The Trinity Handbook states
a violation of College regulation
#1 as, "Harassment, threatening,
physical or other abuse or physical assault of any person. Hazing,
in its various form is considered
abuse." College Regulation #8
states, "Disturbance of peace or
disorderly or indecent conduct,"
The alleged incident occurred
on Friday September 15 at approximately 2:00 in the morning.
The three males approached a car
with seven females from the

women's college. Some of the
women were reported to be talking outside the car.
"We went over and initiated
. aconversation because we thought
we might know them," said one of
the males.
After several minutes of talking, one male sat on the passenger
seat that was folded forward.
Minutes later, the other suspended
individual entered the car and sat
in the back seat, while the third
male remained outside the car with
five of the females. Eventually,
one of the two females exited,
leaving two males and one female
in the car with both doors open.
According to Director of
Security Bill Rucci, at least two of
the girls went to the Security
Office in order to alert an officer.
After this point, the accounts of
the incident are incongruous. The
females claim that sexual advances had been made towards
them, in addition to threats. The
male's report disputes the claims
of any sexual contact. Both groups
agree that one of the males also
attempted to steal the female' s car
keys.
"The girls outside the car
asked us to leave, but the girl who
we were talking to never showed
that ourpresence wasn't wanted,"
said the males.
Approximately two minutes
after the alleged sexual assault,
Please See "Students" Page 5

And They're Off

Thirty-eight participants in the "Run for Education" start off on the two mile
course. The event was sponsored by the Quad residential staff to benefit
the Betances School in Hartford. Mike Joyce '90 (center, wearing Sigma Nu tank top) won the race with a time of
10:20. Money raised by the runners will be used to improve Betances Elementary School.
Photo by Julie Scott

Three Expelled From Housing
-John W. M. ClaudManaging Editor
Two students have, been
removed from campus housing
and one placed on censure following incidents of vandalism and
disorderly conduct in North
Campus Dormitory.
Sean O'Donnell '92 and
Chris Hart '93 have been removed
indefinately from campus hous-

"Fight for Faculty" Begins
With New Staff Recruitment

social expansion. In such a competitive market, the school sees
the need to "sell Trinity as an
exciting place. There's something
special about the city," said AssoFaculty recruitment at Trin- ciate Academic Dean Ronald
ity was thrust into the foreground Spencer.
by president Tom Gerety in his
According to Dean of Facinauguration speech last week. ulty Jan Cohn, Trinity has at its
Gerety announced that he would disposal funds that are not infight other schools "tooth and nail cluded in salaries. This extra
and salary and city" to maintain money is available for use in rethe
finest possible faculty atTrin- search and outside intellectual
ltv
- It is a fight he thinks he can pursuits. President Gerety conwin.
tends that ".if Trinity is aggres"There's nothing second-rate sive, if it's proud, it can gain a lot
about Trinity. There's nothing just on sheer fiestiness that won't
second-class about it. I think this cost us anything."
|s one of the best places to teachIn the eyes of many profesing America, I really do," Gerety sors, Trinity achieves a strong
said.
bond between its students and
Current practices of recruit- faculty. Dean Spencer notes that
ment include advertising in field- "good teachers like to teach good
ot-study and higher education students. And we have a great
periodicals, as well as contacting student body at Trinity."
The city of Hartford seems
graduate school professors, who
recommend top students as pos- to be the main stumbling block in
sible candidates. Trinity uses the attracting the teachers Trinity
opportunity for higher research in desires, especially single women.
jjnd around Hartford as a lure for The high cost of living and apparfresh PhD's.
ent lack of good elementary eduEqually attractive, is Trinity's cation are negative aspects that
w e " c o u r s e teaching requirement. deter many prospective profesWesleyan requires six. This gives sors,
uf
teachers' free time for personal
Settling in the suburbs of
intellectual pursuits.
Hartford where most Trinity
The recent demand for qual- teachers live is, according to some
«y teachers has colleges scram- faculty members, too costly. One
™ng to present their schools as a professor said that "the suburbs
Positive place of academic and are expensive." President Gerety
-Hugh AndersonNews Staff Writer

ill!

disagrees: "To be told that you
can be equidistant between New
York and Boston seems to me, no
matter how cheap the housing is
in Iowa, to be a tremendous asset."
Trinity's relatively low endowment also hinders the school
from offering the salaries many
Please See "Fight" Page 5

ins. The suspension will proba- Residential Services, refused to
bly hold to the end of the 1989- comment on the disciplinary ac1990 academic year, but may carry tions, referring the situation to the
over into next year.
Dean of Students Office. AssisThe incident revolved around tant Dean of Students Kirk Peters
the damaging of a Veryfine Juice also declined to comment.
machine approximately eight
Hart and O'Donnell returned
hours after it was installed..
to their North Campus rooms from
The Office of Residential a party at Alpha Delta Phi early
Services issued a statement to all Friday morning September 15.
Resident Assistants summarizing . The Veryfine drink machine had
the issue. The statement summa- been installed that day immedirized the charges against the stu- ately outside Hart's door.
dents under three separate headThe students, under the inings.
fluence of alcohol, tipped the
Two students received "in- machine over, put it back upright
definite restrictions from hous- and then tipped it again.
ing" on grounds of abusive beThe third unidentified student
havior and disturbance of the had been denied a drink by the
peace. Oneof these students was machine. According toO'Donnell
also charged with "unauthorized and Hart, he helped put the maentry into College...rooms" and chine upright, but played no other
violation of his residential con- part in the vandalism.
tract.
"The only visible damage [to
• Thefithird student involved the machine] was the plexiglass
received indefinite censure for front and a broken light," said
disturbance of the peace, un- Hart.
authorized entry, and violation of
O'Donnell and Hart turned
his residential contract.
themselves in the next day. They
Kristina Dow, Director of
Please See "Housing" Page 4

Branzburg Leaves Trinity
-Chris KellyNews Staff Writer
Last week Judith Branzburg
left Trinity College for Los Angeles to become more directly politically involved in women's issues, to write fiction addressing
women's issues, and to "get away
from all this rain". Since the fall.
of 1984-, Branzburg has been the
Coordinator of the Trinity College Women's Center. She has
also served as Trinity's Affirmative Action officer.
4 search is presently under
way for a new coordinator.
Branzburg's successor will work
full time at the Women's Center.
Pat Reville, who was the Assistant Coordinator of the Center,
will be acting Coordinator until a
replacement isifound.

According to Branzburg,
when she first came to Trinity, the
Women's Center suffered from
stereotyping and homophobia.
During the five years that she has
been at Trinity, the Women's
Center has worked to eliminate
much of this stereotyping and has
been an active force in confronting homophobia.

The Women's Center now
portrays a clearer vision of feminism to the Trinity community at
large. Women's Studies courses
have taken an increasingly important role in the Trinity curriculum. Branzburg said that she has
also been happy to see more attention given to the problem of raPlease See "Women's" Page 6

Calvin & Hobbes Debut
New Syndicated Column
Liu Binyan on China
Hartford Ballet Preview
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Opinion
Act for Abortion Rights

Editorial
One of the joys in every student's college career is
Parents' Weekend. A student's parents stroll proudly
along the freshly-cut grass and dine on above-average
food from the cafeteria. The student also looks excitedly
at the improvements around Trinity and sees hope for the
future of the semester.
But what's really going on here? There is terrible
hypocrisy afoot, and Parents' Weekend is part of it.
Buildings and Grounds workers were seen on the
Quad five days ago planting grass seeds. The halls are
kept immaculate, and students are to be on their best
behavior, all to make a good impression for the parents.
We should make a good impression for the parents
of our students. But this impression should not be a lastditch attempt the week before the event to spruce up our
campus. Trinity is one of the most beautiful campuses in
the Northeast. Considering its urban setting—something
many schools do not share—this praise is highly deserved.
But the attempt to make our campus beautiful is a
task thabrequires year-round vigilance, by both students
and the B & G staff. "
Why does the staff of Buildings and Grounds wait
until school begins to make renovations? Why are the
hedges outside Elton and Jones never trimmed? And why
is the window of the Jacobs Life Science Center still
broken? These small but highly visable problems make a
big difference.
B & G is not to blame solely for the poor condition of
trie campus,but perhaps doesbear thebrunt of the burden.
If B & G does not have the staff and equipment to care for
the campus, then they should be. afforded the necessary
resources to do jus t that. The administration must take the
lead by using Trinity's physical plant as a model for others
in the Northeast.
Students must be involved as well, taking care of
their halls and residences.
The parents are a vital part of the Trinity community,
and should be treated with respect upon their arrival.
However, the aesthetics of Trinity's campus needs to be
taken more seriously on a year-round basis. The attempts
to clean up the campus for one weekend a year is insulting
to the students and visitors.
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Piece by piece the Court is depriving women
For the last 16 years a pregnancy meant there
control
of their bodies. Too large a.piece was taken
were options.
As of July 3, the U.S, Supreme Court opened away on July 3.
As Americans we're supposed to be able to enact
the floodgates of change -and that change could,
severely limit a woman's right to choose. On that change when the government displeases us. As young
day, the Court decided to amend its own Roe vs. Americans we're supposed to be idealistic enough to
Wade decision and allow state governments to believe we can do anything.
impose certain restrictions on when a woman may Let's put our power to the test. From the populists to
civil rights, there is an inherent belief that the people
have an abortion.
For those of us who want to maintain the can make a difference.
Each generation has an issue. Our generation
freedom established in Roe vs. Wade, the freedom that we grew up with as a fundamental right, must be committed and dedicated to protecting
women's rights to privacy.
our only option now is political action.
Abortion was legal until the legislation of the.
Our mothers fought the first battle and we •
1990's. Roe vs. Wade returned reproductive freedom
must fight the second.
No one can change the Court's decision, That to women and gave our generation the privilege of
work has to be done at the local level. The 18 to 25 being the only recent one to grow up with the freedom
year old age bracket has the lowest percentage of of choice. •
It is our duty to fight to maintain that freedom. It is
registered voters of any age group.
easy to do nothing. We must rise above our collective
This must change.
torpor and act.
We must
.
——
The Supreme
register to vote ' — — — —
' <
Court
altered
and then we must
j
women's rights
get involved in
with a majority,
campaigning for
and we must propro-choicecanditest with a major'
dates for the state
Legislature and
•
— ; ity. This leaves
no room for inacconstitutional
tivity.
office. We must get those candidates elected.
The pro-choice movement is continually referred
We live in a democracy. For better or worse,
the Court has given us the chance to determine if to as the sleeping giant. Wouldn't it be nice if people
democracy can work. We must no longer idly everywhere thought of the Pro-choice movement as
watch an election happen.
actively fighting for its beliefs?
On every level of government, abortion is
In his dissent, Justice Harry Blackmun wrote this
:
going to be a campaign issue in the years to come. warning:
Like it or not, this private matter has become the
"For today, at least, the law of abortion stands
focus of public political debate. Now is the time undisturbed. For today, the women of this nation still
to use our right to vote to our own advantage.
retain the liberty to control their destinies. But the
. Anti-abortion state legislature can be brought signs are ominous, and a chill wind blows."
up at any time. By 1992 there could be a constiI for one arn cold.
tutional amendment that would further restrict or
Many or us felt that the Supreme Court would not
ban abortion.
overturn Roe vs. Wade. We were wrong. We must
The Massachusetts Senate is reportedly pro- right this wrong.
choice by a single vote. We must make sure that
If women lost the right to determine when they
every pro-choice senator who leaves is replaced should have children, the advancements of the women's
by another. We could make a real difference if we movement will vanish. Careers will be put on hold,
all turned out and voted pro-choice in local elec- educations will not be finished, and there will be many
tions.
unwanted children.
Abortion is the most emotional issue of our
There are other choices besides abortion when
time. We must use the rage we have against the faced with an unwanted pregnancy, but they should
decision to our benefit.' Sitting in apartments,' not be the only ones.
dorm rooms, and offices complaining will not
In order to keep the women' s movement advancalter the course of events. Action will.
ing, we must protect our way of living. This means
In Massachusetts, time is precious. In some being informed. If we don't recognize that a single
states there is no time left. States that do not have election could overturn the pro-choice majority in the
private clinics will lose, or have lost, access to state Senate, then voting won't seem so important.
abortion. Let's not have the same thing happen
We must sign petitions, join action groups, sponhere.
• '
sor lectures, do anything to help make a difference.
This fall the Supreme Court will be reviewThere should never be a moment in the future
ing three more abortion cases.
when someone says, "I'm pregnant and there is nothSince the Court gave states the right to protect ing I can do."
potential human life throughout pregnancy, it is
We can all do something.
possible that more rights will be taken away.
Reprinted from the Cape Cod Times

By Michelle Israel '91

Cheerleaders Revive Spirit
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All letters must be received by 5 p.m. Friday. Only letters signed by the
author and including a phone number for verification will be considered for
publication. Though there is no limit on length, the Tripod reserves the right
to edit any.submission over 250 words inlehgth. Letters may be left on the
door of the Tripod office (Jackson basement) or mailed to Box 1310 The
Tripod,can be reached at 297-2583.

To
T o tthe
h e EEditor,
ditor.
• On Saturday September 23,
the Bantam Football Team kicked
off the '89-'9O season with intense optimism. To the surprise
of many, seven girls including
myself, set out with the same high
expectations for a successful season of cheerleading. Unfortunately, the reputation of Trinity's
cheerleading program, in the past
had been fairly unstable. This
instability however, may have
. been caused by a lack of school
spirit on the part of the student
body.
After cheering throughout my
high school career and coaching
at a cheerleading camp over the
summer, I wanted nothing more
than to transfer my school spiritto
the collegiate level.. As a fre"shman, I anxiously inquired into the
cheerleading program here and
was dismayed to find a lack of
interest coupled with a fear of
doing something so "un-Trinity."
Compelled by a love of cheering,
1 decided to try and start the pro-

.._ again
_:._•. this
., • year. The
gram up
Athletic department was unable
to help and suggested asking
Student Activities for assistance.
Activities Nightbrought 25 names
of students showing interest, but
the first practice revealed only
seven girls in,total.
Fortunately, all of us seemed
to share the same desire and determination to remedy Trinity'slack
of school spirit.. With only two
weeks to prepare for the first game
and a squad ofseven girls, half of
whom
had never cheered before,
viu.n i,au u^vci wiccieu ueiore,
we practiced intensely every day
and searched high and low to
obtain uniforms. Saturday arrived,
and with it came a certain apprehensi veness that the crowd would

»be•unresponsive•"*to us. The fans

however, put our anxieties to rest.
The alumnae vyere extremely
enthusiastic and the students were
surprisingly receptive!
I want to personally thank
everyone who attended the game
for their support and particularly
the football team for their'sincere
appreciation of our efforts. Most
of all, I want to thank Adriana
Carpio '92, Cathy Bishop •'92,
Jennifer Donofrio '92, Adrienne
Henderson '92, Stacey Limauro
'91
Klein '93
formaky i and
and Hedy
Hedy Klein
93 tor
rmiK.ing my dream of cheerleading at
Trinity finally come true
Sincerely,
Marie Elena Rigo'92

The -.opinions expressed in these letters
do not necessarily reflect the views,
thoughts, opinions, or beliefs of the
Tripod as a. whole or in part.
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Opinion
The Birth of Political Conciousness in China
Tiananmen Square is surely too big. For hundreds of
years in the history of China it was much smaller than it is
today. When a new dynasty was started in the 195O's,
however, the old square was felt to be too small and so with
one swift stroke its area was massively expanded and it became as it is now.
The new dynasty of October 1, 1949 was to be the
dynasty of "the people." It styled itself a republic of "the
people," a government of "the people." Its National Assembly was called "the people's assembly" and its army,
courts, police, broadcasting stations, and newspapers were
all "the people's" institutions. The words "the people"
were used so often and so pervasively that in the end it was
difficult to tell wether these institutions were to serve the
people or to cope with the people.
From the viewpoint of the rulers as they looked out
over Tiananmen Square, the duty of the people consisted
of coming twice a year to celebrate the accomplishments
of the Republic and to express support and gratitude to the
"liberators" of China. Millions did come and, of course,
no one felt obliged to ask why the square had been
enlarged. But in 1989, when we should be celebrating the
fortieth anniversary of the establishment of the Republic,
that small group who advocated enlarging the square forty
years ago now suddenly finds it much too large.
They found it too large in April and May of this year
because it held too many students and residents of Beijing.
Now they find it too large part because they fear on
October 1st they will be unable to find people to fill up the
square for the celebration, they also fear that the people
won't be coming to Tiananmen to celebrate and they may
have to send out the tanks again. After forty year's control
of the people, "the people's" government of Beijing cannot divine what the people of the capital will do during the
ceremonies for the fortieth anniversary of "the people's"
republic of China.
In the more than one hundred days that have passed
since the Tiananmen catastrophe there has been enough
time to wash away the blood stains on the square, to
smooth away the scares of bullets left on the stones of the
Memorial to the Martyrs of the Revolution, and to replace
the paving stones and steps damaged by the treads of tanks.
However, it is impossible for China's leaders to erase
memories or wash away the people's longing for their
murdered loved ones and their hatred of murderers.
So many people have been killed, so many arrested,
that there are few left who dare to speak out. But occasional shots can still be heard in the streets o Beijing and
in secret the people are still organizing. The looks of
defiance that can be glimpsed in the eyes of the people
make those who hold power tremble. This is why Beijing
University, People's University, and other universities

have not been permitted to beginning their semesters
before October 1st. The students don't dare to demonstrate or to shout slogans not permitted by the Communist
Party. But the feelings they hold in their hearts, their
"riotous counter-revolutionary" sentiments, are tortuously
seeking a new way to be expressed. In sarcastic and
strangely affected tones they pretend to shout slogans
supporting the Communist Party and sing the revolutionary songs they Party urges the people to sing. This is really
a creative phenomenon; the students are transforming the
content of language by changing their tone of voice. It
makes the bureaucrats who have wanted to sleep contentedly amidst the rumble of slogans and songs shouted with
utmost sincerity worried to the depth of their being. Who
can guarantee that on October 1 st Tiananmen will notecho
with a wierd howling of slogans and songs, a thousand
times or ten thousand times stronger than ever before, that

By Liu Binyan
Writer in Residence
will send chills down the spines of all those who are there
to hear?
Things that cannot make sounds can also issue threatening signals. Take clothing for example. It has been
reported that the Beijing government has issued an order
forbidding residents from appearing on the street on the
first of October dressed entirely in white or entirely in
black because it is feared that this will express mourning
for the dead. If indeed such an order was issued it is
possible that the authorities have been fooled by the
"riotous counter-revolutionary elements" still in hiding
because such an order in fact reminds people of what has
happened. If only one-third of the people of Beijing
dressed in clothes of that sort on October 1 st it would be
impossible for the prisons and detention cells to hold them
all.
,
\ Some foreign newspapers have reported that China
has gone back to the days of the Cultural Revolution some
twenty years ago. Little do they know that the clock cannot
be turned back so easily. It has to he recognized the main
asset of Deng Xiaoping and his cohorts was that people
believed that they were different from the Gang of Four.
One of the latest developments in Beijing is that masses of
beggars have appeared in the city streets and this in itself
makes a mockery of the "accomplishments" of forty years

of economic construction and the last ten years of economic reform. Beggars first reappeared in Beijing during
the mid-1950'2 but it was only during the Cultural Revolution that they were noticeable on a large scale. Lin Biao
and the Gang of Four expended great efforts to eradicate
them but were, nevertheless, unsuccessful. Now beggars
have come forward again as symbols of failure and of the
end of the era of Deng Xiaoping. They are living proof of
the effect of suspending rural free enterprise and private
entrepreneurialism. This cannot but remind people of the
Cultural Revolution and is very damaging for Deng Xioaping and his "Gang of Old Men." They are faced with a
dilemma: they want to return to the Cultural Revolution
but they don't want the people to realize what they are
doing. How can that be possible?
In actuality, it would be extremely hard for the "Gang
of Old Men" to reproduce the Cultural Revolution. All
Moa Zedong had to do was wave his hand and millions of
people would rise in response. But now if millions of
people were to come out into the streets o China's great
cities, those in power would be filled with fear. Who could
guarantee that they would not be dressed in black or
dressed in white? What is more, in lieu of genuine enthusiasm for the government's policies, assembling even a
crowd of loyalists can be problematic. At the end of May,
in the suburbs of Beijing, the Beijing municipal authorities
organized a few "demonstrations" in support of the government that opposed the student movement. The "demonstrators" shouted slogans that the government liked but
since each demonstrator received at least ten RMB the
whole exercise was terribly expensive. How can a government whose deficit for 1989 is already double that of the
previous year afford such huge outlays to purchase false
political zeal?
During the twentieth century, Beijing has had five
governments: the Qing imperial government, the Beiyang
warlord gov ernment, the Nationalist government, the Japanese occupation government, and the Communist government. The communists insist that only the government
established by Moa in 1949 truly belongs to the people.
But of the five governments it is ironically this "people's"
government that has most brutally slaughtered the people
of Beijing! This is not to suggest that the previous four
governments were kindlier; it is just that in this case the
consciousness of the Chinese people was awakened and as
a result they posed a greater threat tp the existing government. This birth of political consciousness is the most
important accomplishment of China's last forty years.
Sooner or later, when it is least expected, the people will
devise new means of combating dictatorship of Tiananmen Square. And then the dictators will be helpless and
the people will have the last laugh.

Firsthand View of Exxon Valdez Fiasco
the peak. For two short weeks
To the Editor:
Everyone has read the it was a circus.
headlines in the newspapers, My cannery was buying fish
'Exxon Valdez runs aground faster than we could process
in Alaska, releases 11 million them. Most of the workers
gallons of oil into pristine had already left for Valdez to
Irmce William Sound.", but •work in the cleanup (making
to most it is totally separated $18 an hour).
™m their realm of reality. To We had fish rotting in cases,
me,as an Alaskan citizen living money literally being thrown
only
150 miles from the spill, it away. And within two weeks
st
"kes
home. No, I haven't the fishing was over.
s
een
dead
birds washing up The only ones that prospered
or
> the coast, nor huge masses from this -'gold rush" were the
oi tar sloshing around. What I beach net owners. The boat
have seen is what the owners, with tens of thousands
newspapers
have neglected, of dollars invested in
a
ndthatistheeconomiceffects
of the spill.
This summer I go a job
a
™salmon processing plant. To the Editor:
le
M
cannery where I worked,
I was'reading the article
n
' a normal year, brought fish " Talk with Tom' Program
from both beaches netters and Addresses Student Concerns"
from the boats that drift their in the second issue of your
nets mthroughout
.Cook Inlet. newspaper dated September
Hne? t t h i s season, however, 19 when an idea came to me.
boats were docked due to In New York City, WCBS
ne
floating balls of tar in the Radio has two live radio
^ne e t . That left the beach programs on which once every
«ers to collect all of the quota month New Yorkers call
aUotted for commercial Governor Cuomo or Mayor
sm
ng. When the fish came in Koch to discuss political issues
bea
" leam
<* netters were literally or register complaints..
Z, Ped with fish. For many According to your newspaper,
"«iare slimy creatures, but to under a program sponsored
^ ree fishermen of Alaska they bv the South Campus
* gold. Beach net owners residential staff/President
ere
taking $100,00 a day at Gerety met with 150 people m

equipment, were going
bankrupt.
Exxon never
delivered the money that they
promised to • give as
compensation. I worked for
two hectic weeks and then was
unemployed. I was promised
$1500 to make up for the lost
hours I would have worked
had the boats been fishing. Of
course, the check promised has
never been delivered.
The reasons for this are all too
obvious. Alaska is as much a
frontier as the wild west was.
we are so isolated that word of
corruption by Exxon never

reaches "Outside". It is also
difficult to prove such
accusations, as Exxon is a legal
serpent that hires the best
lawyers to weasel its way out
of situations. The laws on the
subject of compensation are
foggy at best.
All of the economic
repercussions are dwarfed by
the more tragic effects of the
oil spill. Exxon dumped 11
million gallons of gooey black
oil into one of the worlds most
beautiful areas. It will never
be the same. Next year there
will still be tar on the beaches,

the salmon fry born in the
winter will come down the
salmon stream and enter into
polluted waters. The niches
filled by those eagles, whales,
and otters are now empty.
Perhaps this should be a lesson
to the world about easy money.
Alaska for years had
succumbed to the idea of
"free" money from oil. We
never saw the hidden strings
attached.
Sincerely,
Derek Beach

WRTC an Opportunity for Pres. Gerety
the Washington Room.
Trinity has its radio
station and an energetic,
receptive, and inquisitive new
president so why not bring
them together in a live once a
month "Call the President"
program.
What would this
achieve for the Trinity
community, one might ask?
At this crossroad when
the larger community of
Hartford expects a more active
involvement from this
institution, and minority
students
expect , more
sensitivity, equity, and
openness,
and
the

predominant group does not
what too much erosion of the
status quo, Trinity needs a
Luther not a pope at the helm.
Therefore a "Call the
President" program would
eliminate bureaucracy and
cover-ups; it would, let
students, staff, and faculty
know what the president is
thinking; it would increase
listeners of the radio station;
and lastly, preparation for the
program by all participants—
listeners included— would
help to keep the collective
minds of this illustrious
institution continuously
sharp.

I think i would enjoy
listening to a student
discussing the following call
with the president: "Hello,
President Gerety, I am John
Doe of the class on 1993. I
would like to discuss the reestablishment of the Iron Pony
Pub..." Trinity, if President Tom
Gerety is going to be the
builder of the long awaited
millennium don't you think
he should use the idea above
as one of his tools?
Sincerely,
Lawrence K. Mbeki (IDP)
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News
Adams Delivers Lecture On
Grateful Dead Subculture
-Chris SeufertNews Staff Writer
A large crowd packed the
McCook Auditorium last Thursday fora lecture titled "The Grateful Dead Phenomenon: A Sociological Perspective." The lecture
was delivered by Dr. Rebecca
Adams '74 and Lloyd Wolf 74 as
their first stop in a series of presentation around the country.
After graduating Trinity with
a B.A. in Sociology, Adams attended the University of Chicago
where she earned her PhD. She is
now an associate professor of
sociology at the University of
North Carolina. In addition,
Adams recently published a book
entitled FriendshipandLater Adulthood.
* Adams began the lecture by
telling the audience "what a
strange trip it's been." This
summer she followed the Grateful Dead to eight shows along
with twenty one of her students as
part of a research project. Her
work will take her to the twenty
remaining Dead shows this year.
The professor first became
interested in the Dead during her
freshman year at Trinity, and
continued to go to concerts until
1978. In 1986, she went lo a
concert in Hampton, Virginia
where she was completely overwhelmed by the changes in the
audience which had taken place.
"It was like walking onto the
set of a movie about the sixties,
butthey didn'thave itquiteright,"
she said, "Far too much tie die, far
too many peace symbols, and far
too much conformity."
Adams traveled with the band
hoping to acquire, "a better understanding of sub-cultures and
how to. go about studying them."
According to Adams, her work
could only be "an approximation
of reality."
Adams remained consistent
with band member Jerry Garcia's
philosophy towards interviews,
which states that everything he
saysisalie. Nevertheless, Adams
found Garcia helpful in answering any questions she had.
The professor started the lecture with one major question,
"What separates 'Deadheads'

from the mainstream and what
holds that culture together?" To
address the question, Adams presented the Deadhead sub-culture
in terms of the chronology of a
live Dead show.
Slides from the concerts and
songs of the group helped to illustrate the experience of a Grateful
Dead concert. She accompanied
the evidence with a sociological
description of the Dead experience to provide the audience with
a first-hand perspective of the
'Deadhead'subculture.
Adams explained that there
is a Deadhead style which goes
beyond the lavish outfits which
appear at the shows. Symbols
like tie-dye shirts, moccasins,
friendship bracelets, refurbished
school buses, and bumper stickers ("Who are the Grateful Dead
and why are they following me?")
all makeup the 'Deadhead' scene.
Nevertheless, Adams explained that the hard-core Deadheads participate less vigorously
in the expression of the symbols.
Most of those who do are labeled
. In-The-Darkies, people who
began following the Dead after
their latest album.
According to Adams, Deadheads interact on an equal basis.
Those who are Deadheads can tell
who are not, as Adams said, by
"the look in the .eye." She said,
"for many people, it [the subculture] is home." Many Deadheads
find similar values and outlook
within the culture.
Dr.. Adams estimates that
about 9,000 people avidly follow
the Dead. She explained the tre•mendous cost involved in touring
with the group, and concluded
that most Deadheads come from
upper-middle class backgrounds.
Touring offers an escape from
existing career pressure of the
middle class culture, she explained.
„ Despite the great mass- of
upper-middle class adolescents,
Deadheads can be anyone, according to Adams. All types of people,
including the "biker" set, have
been with the Dead since the
beginning..
Drugs like marijuana, LSD,'
nitrous oxide, and psychedelic
mushrooms have also been associated with the Deadheads. Adams
acknowledged their impact on the

Housing Expulsions
Hart. "It's a just punishment. .We
thought it could be directed in a
conferred with Dean of Students different way to help the school."
David Winer and then met with
The students suggested, in
Dow,
addition.to paying for the maThe two students argue that chine and censure for their actheir punishments were predeter- tions, some type of community
mined by Dow. "Before she got service. They have written to
our side of the story our fate was' Dow suggesting alternative pundecided," said O'Donnell, "It ishment and met with her yesterseemed like there was no room for day.
deviation. It's not that our story.
Several students have already
would have been much,different,
been
suspended from housing this
but she made her decision on
semester. One student was resecondhand information."
moved for walking into a girl's
Hart and O'Donnell also
bedroom late at night under the
believedthat removing them from ^influence of alcohol and refusing
the situation was an unwise move. to leave.
'
:
"We wanted to turn the punishDow declined to comment
ment into a positive ;thing',"said
on any of the cases.
Continued From Page 1

subculture but indicated that not
every Deadhead is a drug user.
Adams concluded the program by taking questions. In her responses, she indicated the major difference between the first
shows she attended and her latest.
"Everyone I went to school with
was like a Deadhead is now," she
said. "People didn't need to hang
out in the parking lot to live like
that."
The professor also talked
about her likes and dislikes about;
the subculture. "I really don't like
the Nitrous dropping... but I do
like the values, the non-competitiveness and the sharing," she said. Dr. Rebecca Adams 74 (above) and Lloyd Wolf 74 lectured on the "Grateful
Dead Phenomenon."
Photo by Tim •Frumki's
"I like the-subculture."

Security Boxes: Trinity's
Latest Effort to Curb Crime
-Chris SeufertNews Staff Writer
Though only a month into
the academic year, the Trinity
College security department is
once again faced with the typical
problems of the school year.
Security has already dealt
with the theft of a wallet on1 campus.- Though the number of
complaints is down from the
beginning of last year, the incident still raises the issue of the
problem of theft on campus.
To prevent serious crimes,
the Security department is now
planning to install a system of
twenty 'call boxes' around the

more isolated areas on campus.
Once activated, these boxes
would provide audio and visual
contact with the main security
office. This will allow Security
to dispatch officers more rapidly
to the given area.
However, this plan is not
without its flaws. Obtaining the
necessary funding for the system
is a significant problem for the
department. Ironically, the wal. let theft occurred aboutfifty yards
from an activated test box, raising the issue of awareness of the
call boxes. As Director of Security Bill Rucci claims, the theft
might have been prevented had
the test box been used.
' Despite the evidence of
criminal activity on campus,

TAKE A
$6000 BITE
OUTOF
YOUR
TUITION
This year, with the new UPS tuition
reimbursement program, you can take
a big chunk out of your.college costs
with a part time package handlers job.
UPS Package Handlers make $8-9 an
hour to start, and there's no experience
necessary! There's lots more juicy
benefits too, like steady, part time 3 to 5
hour shifts to fit your school schedule,
full time benefits for part time work,
chance to advance to a part-time supervisory position before graduation
and the opportunity to get paid to
shape up.
.
Start harvesting the UPS fruits today
with up to $2,000 per semester tuition
reimbursement, including summer session, (up to $6,000 per year). But act
fast. You must be employed two weeks
after your semester begins to be 100%
eligible for this program. Increments of
50% and 25% tuition reimbursement
are also available for those further
along in the semester.
Apply in person Monday-Thursday,
1prn-4pmat:
United Parcel Service
90 Locust Street
(Exit 27 off 1-91)
Hartford
or
Apply in person Monday or Tuesday,
6:30pm-9:30pm, at the Ramada Inn,
Rte. 75, Ella Grasso Turnpike,
32=1
„ Windsor Locks

United Parcel Service
Always an Equal Opportunity. Employer.

Rucci does not perceive a heavy
crime rate at Trinity. He considers the occasional incident almost
insignificant compared to the
drug-related and gang-related
violence which takes place only
few blocks from the college.
As well as aiding in the prevention of on-campus criminal
activity, Security's role includes
the prevention of neighborhood
crime from entering onto the
campus. Several calls have been
made to the focal police to try to
divert prostitution and drug-related crimes from the college. As
Rucci said, "We don't wait for
things to happen and then do
something; we try to take preventative action to keep it from happening.
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News
Tight for Faculty" Begins With New Hirings
Continued from Page 1
prospects expect. With excellent,
albeit pricy, teachers in such high
demand, Trinity is at a decided
disadvantage to larger universities and other well-funded contemporaries.
Cohn, who is responsible for
the recruitment of new faculty, is
not worried. "I've never really
lost anyone because of money.
Each case is different. If someone
is choosing between Trinity and
Williams, and his professor went
to Williams, well, then, we know
that maybe we should give someone else a call."
Because of the recent push
by colleges for a strong faculty,
teacher recruitment has taken a
somewhat underhanded turn.
"Raiding" is now common in most
college circles. Often, larger and
more prestigious colleges and
universities turn to smaller and
less-known institutions and offer
bids to already established faculty members.
As an example, Stanford
University's graduate programs,
renowned as being among the best
in the history of the U.S., are
largely comprised of faculty
raided from other schools.
Trinity's small size makes it a
target of larger universities looking to boost their graduate school
status;
The recruitment of minority faculty members also is a high
priority. Nevertheless, Dean

Spencer laments that, "With such
a sharp drop-off rate of blacks
who continue on to graduate
school, it makes it especially difficult to find qualified black teachers."
Dean Cohn, on the other
hand, does not agree that a smaller
pool of minority faculty candidates necessarily means fewer
qualified applicants: "Why assume there are good ones [candidates] and bad ones? Why not
assume that there are fewer, but
they are good."
In a small school like Trinity, an interruption in faculty presence can be detrimental to a particular department. New professors taking sabbaticals worries
the faculty. "This [taking of
leaves-of-absence] only erodes
the sense of community which is
so important in attracting good
teachers here in the first place,"
said one professor who requested
anonymity. "Continuity is what
it's all about."
Some professors also fear
that new faculty eager to take advantage of the research possibilities will make teaching their
second job. "First of all, we're
teachers," said another faculty
member.
Department chairs have submitted advertisements of open
positions to the appropriate periodicals. At the annual meeting of
each specific department in early
December, desired candidates

will be interviewed. Then, the department will decide on acceptable candidates.
After the candidates have
been notified of their selection
and have been re-evaluated by
every member of the department
as well as some students, and have
either taught a class or submitted
a paper of some sort, those who
are still acceptable will be notified in mid-January. The candidate will have ten days to decide.
But even this simple process
has been tainted. Over-zealous

Department chairs are offering
jobs to candidates at the annual
meetings, hoping to beat the
competition. "I know that [department] chairs are offering a job
to some teachers right after their
interview," said Cohn.
Dean Cohn is optimistic that
the present level of excellence of
the faculty itself will be enough to
attract the very best to Trinity.
And President Gerety hopes that
as Trinity begins to define the
path that it will follow in the
upcoming decade, it will also

pronounce itself to be one of the
best places to teach. "It's partly a
matter of knowing who we are
and knowing our strengths and
telling people about them," said
Gerety.
He continued, "[we should
also be] saying very aggressively
to our faculty and those who are
considering being on the faculty
that you may have underestimated
this place. Trinity is and will
remain a uniquely wonderful place
to teach and do research."

Students Suspended for Harassment
Continued from Page 1
two other male Trinity students,
at the request of the females, asked
the three accused males to leave,
and they willingly complied.
Rucci said Security arrived
shortly after the males left, and at
that at least one of the St. Joseph's
students was adamant about filing a complaint. Rucci, who
headed Security's investigation
into the incident, said the girls
later identified all three students
in the Student Handbook.
"We never felt that any of
them were frightened, but since
it's their feelings, we can't deny
that they may have been," said the
accused males.
"I understand that 1 made a
mistake, as evidenced by the
apology we wrote to the girls, and
I should be punished for what I

The Brookside
Restaurant & Bar
442 New Britain Avenue

On the Right-Just Beyond CBT and D&D Liquors

Monday Night Football
$3.50 Pitchers
Free Pizza at Halftime

Friday and Saturday Nights
Live Bands

NFL Sunday
Free Pizza at Halftime
750 Drafts
Always B Wide Screen TV!

Under New Ownership

did, but not for what I am being and I pray that I may return in the
accused," said the male student future," said the male.
who will appeal his decision. "I'm
A penalty of indefinite susbeing charged for physically as- pension prohibits the students
saulting two girls when the girls from entering Trinity grounds
only accused me of taking their until the suspension has been
keys."
lifted. The students are eligible to
The President of St. Joseph's re-apply to the College after one
College, Dr. M. Payton Ryan, year.
responded to the news of the inci"These aren 't terrible people.
dent, saying "I would be very But we will not tolerate their acsorry if stupid actions by students tions," said the Dean of Students
were to damage what had been Office.
cordial relations [with Trinity]"
The student who does intend
said Ryan.
to appeal the decision said, "If
One of the suspended males I'm willing to appeal, I hope that
stated that he is willing to accept the school will not hold it against
his punishment. In a statement to me because I really want to come
the Tripod, he said, "By being in back to Trinity. It's the place that
the car and not leaving I did I've chosen to further my educasomething very wrong. If the tion."
girls were afraid, and I did not
The procedure followed by
realize it, then that in itself is even the Dean of Students Office, which
more serious. I feel very badly for is outlined in the College Handthat I should accept the responsi- book, will be replaced in a matter
bility."
of weeks. According to the Dean
"At this point I only want to of Students Office, the new polexpress my sorrow for causing icy is presently at the publishers,
the women to feel as they did and but since it has not been comaccept the consequences. Trinity pleted, the old policy was obis a very important part of my life served.

News*
Melissa Gold
Sharon Simkiss
Malcolm Maclean
Christine DiStefano
Audrey Brashich
David Gerber
Corrie Foster
Josh Maswowswe
Scotr Sherman
Ian Murphy
Nathan Sage
Paulo Barbosa
Arin Wolfson
Ilicia Silverman
David Friedman
Kathleen Buckley
Kelly McDevitt
Claudia Cartegenes
Krista Schwarz
Chris Baena
Lisa Tomlinson
Jamie Smith
Drew Kemalian
Julienne Coe
Sara Klein
John Trevison
Jeff Dempsey
Craig Woerz
Kathy Littlefield
Dyllan McGee
Nicky Jones
Jessica Gilbert
Chris Gillan
Steven Rahman
William Rosselli Del Turco
Terrie Danis

President
Vice-President
High Rise (Treasurer)
Senior Class (Secretary)
Freshman Class
Sophmore Class
. Junior Class
Anadama
Boardwalk
. Clemens
New Dorm
Elton
Frohman Robb
Funston
Goodwin
Jackson
Jarvis
Jones
Little
Northam
North Campus
Ogilby
Park Place
Smith
Stowe
Wheaton
Wiggins
Woodward
Cook
Rep-At-Large
Rep-At-Large
Rep-At-Large
Rep-At-Large
Rep-At-Large
Off-Campus Rep

IDPRep

-All Students are invited to a General SGA meeting at 7:30 tonight1
in Hamlin Hall. Nominations will.be taken for the faculty and
trustee committee appointment.
-All students are encouraged to contact their representatives con:erning any questions or suggestions.
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News
Outing Club Makes Successful Return
-Chris SeufertNews Staff Writer

Possible future activities include
canoeing, hiking, bicycling, skydiving, horseback riding, a survival game, and skiing.
In order to boost the club's
treasury, the Outing Club is planning a co-ed pool volleyball tournament for the spring.-Presently,
membership dues are one dollar
per person. The donation is the
only addition to the club's budget.
"Because of the independent
nature of the club, we are responsible for our own expenses," said
Kemler. "We try to stay away
from bureaucratic red-tape so that
we can get away from Trinity and

have a good time independent of
this community."
Tim Boylan '90, a member
of the group, expressed excitementfortheclub'spotential. "I'm
really into the camping aspect of
it. It's simply the best way to.
meet people," said Boylan. •
The group holds occasional
organizational meetings in order
to allow the members as much
input as possible. To get on the
Outing Club's mailing list, all
interested students should either
sign the board by the north entrance to Marriott or contactSteve
Kemler Box 656.

Despite more than a year of
dormancy, the Outing Club has
staged a comeback behind the
leadership of Steve Kemler '90.
In the 60's and 70's, the Outing
Club experienced much popularity; however, the onset of the 80's
saw the club revert to obscurity
, and inactivity.
The Outing Club, with over
fifty new members, has discovered a resurgence of popularity.
Two weeks ago the group enjoyed an afternoon innertubing
down theFarmington River, while
last weekend, a bike trip to an air
show was planned.
Continued from Page 1
Branzburg mentioned that the
Assisting Kemler with the cism.
current issues that women must
many responsibilities is Rachel
Nevertheless, although other face are the psychological coloniZoob'92. The two hope to have student
and administrative groups alism that permeates American
two or three trips each month. 'irregularly
address the issue of society. In specific reference to
sexism, Branzburg feels that the Trinity, other issues are equity in
Women's Center and the Trinity relationships and the definition of
Is It True..... Jeeps for
Women's Organization are often new roles in which women are
$44 through the
the only groups that are involved finding themselves. Branzburg
Government? Call for
in setting up long term programs also noted that men can learn more
that address sexism. Branzburg about themselves through develfacts!
added that in addition, much more • oping equal relationships with
(312) 742-1142.
women.
programming
is needed.
Ext. 5403 A
"At Trinity, Tom Gerety's
"The new administration has
ideas
about 'community' have to
voiced a strong commitment to
fighting racism. I hope that it be expanded and put into action.
continues this same commitment People that are di scriminated upon
Act in TV
in addressing the problems of are part of two complementary,
Commercials
sexism, homophobia, and other non-conflicting, communities:
High Pay
forms of discrimination in its at- their minority community, a potempt to build a stronger Trinity tential source of great support,
No experience, alt
and the college community as a
community," said Branzburg.
ages, kids, teens,
whole," said Branzburg.
When
asked
about
the
curyoung adults,
Finally, Branzburg noted that
rent role of the Women's Center,
families, mature
Branzburg said, "The Women's the vastness of inequality at Trinpeople, animals,
Center must continue to provide ity is still a problem that is far
etc.
support to women so that women from being resolved. "Regarding
can be empowered to be active the selection of a new college
Call Now!
equals in the community." "Sec- president,,although I think Tom
Charm Studios
ondly, the Women's Center must Gerety will instigate great changes
(800)447-1530 Ext
itself interact with the community at Trinity, I don't believe that the
7896
to help confront sexual discrimi- prospectof anori-male, non-white
nation in an active, organized man- president was even seriously
considered."
ner," she added.
.

Women's Leader Departs

The information contained herein is reported activity and pertinent information for Security personnel and the general public.
Friday, September 15 at 2:20 pm - Ferris Road: Student on
roadway walking towards Broad Street, when three unknown
males walked past her. As they walked by she felt her "tote" bag
shoulder strap dislodge and fall to pavement, Contents of her bag
strewn about and one of the subjects picked up her wallet and all
fled north onto Broad Street, student lost sight of them near
Vernon Street. NOTE: Friday, Sept. 15 at 10:30 pm - Student
reported she went to her campus mail box and found her wallet
was in a campus envelope in her box. All credit cards and other ID
was intact, the cash was gone,
Friday, September 15 at ll:05.pm - Allen Place (across from
High Rise) off campus: Motor vehicle accident reported to
Security that three parked motor vehicles on Allen Place had been
hit and the vehicle which caused the damage had fled the scene.
Hartford Police were contacted and apprehended responsible
vehicle at the corner of New Britain and Hillside Avenues. Of the
three vehicles damaged, only one had a Trinity registration decal
on it.
Saturday, Sept. 16 at 11:07 am - Cook/WRTC Radio Station:
D.J. reported that while doing his show, an unidentified male
opened the door at the top of the stairway and urinated down the
stairs. The male then fled the area.
Sunday, Sept. 17 at 12:05 am - Stowe, sidewalk: Student stated
as he was walking to his room at Stowe, he tripped and fell on the
sidewalk. As student was falling, he hurt his hand by trying to
break his fall. His hand was bruised and swollen, student
transported to Hartford Hospital. Security Officer checked the
area and qould find no visible defects in sidewalk. Student
appeared to have been drinking,
Tuesday, Sept. 19 at 7:18 p.m. - Jackson: Student reported being
locked in room, unable to unlock the door. Security Officer called
in a locksmith to repair.
Tuesday, Sept. 19 at 7:35 p.m. - Allen Place at St. Anthony's: A
red 1983 Alliance was observed at location. The windows were all
broken, ignition tampered with, trunk popped open and radio
•missing. Hartford police notified. At 1:10 a.m. 9/20/89 a student
reported a fire in the vehicle. The fire went out on its own as
Security Officer responded.
Wednesday, Sept. 20 at 12:29 a.m. - North Campus: Student
reported herpursemissing from the stairs to the second floor, west
side, where she had left it. A check of the area by Security Officer
recovered the purse and all contents from under the stairs at
basement level. No indication as to who moved the purse.
Wednesday, Sept. 20 at 10:40 p.m. - Funston: Student reported
being stuck in her room, unable to get her door open, Security
Officer was able to get the door open. It apparently was stuck due
to swelling from the high humidity.
Thursday, Sept. 21 at 2:05 a.m. - North Campus: R.A. reported
that someone had knocked over the soda machine. No one was in
the area when the Security Officer arrived and complainant
refused to identify the individual responsible. The R.A. state he
would identify them to Residential Services Office.
Friday, Sept. 22 at 8:48 p.m. - Jarvis: Security Officer observed
a man climbing into a window in Jarvis. When challenged, the
man was identified as the student who occupies the room. Student
stated he didn't want to walk around the building to enter room.
Student advised to use the door.

Wood Burning Brick Oven
N.Y. Style Pizza
Fresh Monzarella
Imported Romano
100% Olive Oil
Plum Tomatoes

Saturday, Sept. 23 at 2:02 a.m. - Jones: Student reported as intoxicated, incoherent. Security Officerfound a 17 year old student
incoherent, called for ambulance. Students disregarded Security
Officer and took student to the Medical Office. Nurse requested
an ambulance, student sent to hospital. Dean of Students Office
notiiied.,
Saturday, Sept. 23 at 10:20 a.m. - Chapel: Security Officer
observed pledges drinking champagne and singing loudly around
the south cloister of chapel. Activity terminated by sorority
president when advised by Security Officer.

Closed Monday
Tues.- Sat. ll:am -10 p.m.
Sunday 4 p.m. -10 p.m.

Sunday, Sept. 24 at 12:04 a.m. - Crow House: Student reported
a group ot non-students who were upset after being refused entry
to tne party. The group was moved off by Security Officers but
became insulting. The Private Duty Police officer on Vernon
Mreet attempted to disperse same*and two of the non-students
were arrested for disorderly conduct. The rest of the group departed the area.
Thursday, Sept. 28 at 7:00 p.m. - Ferris: Student reported someone had stolen his navy blue and gold Pro-Tour ten speed bicycle
tiorn the Ferns training room hallway. The bicycle was secured
with a cable and the cable was cut. The bicycle was taken between
3:00,p,m.and 6:00 p,m
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All Request
D J. Andy Katz
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9-12:30
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Well Drinks $1.50
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Thursdays $ 2 . 5 0
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Pitchers for 2 - All Night

TUESDAYS

Happy Hour
4-7
50« OFF YOUR
FAVORITE WELLS,
HOUSE WINES.
DOMESTIC BEERS

EVERYDAY!
Fridays Party! Party! Party!
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$3 pitchers All Night
Fri & Sat night all request DJ's
Bring your tapes and CD's and we'll play them for you

Only 5 minute walk from Horth Campus on the corner of Zion & SummSt547-1921

Photo ID
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The Summit Hill Cafe
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World & Nation
Saving America's Deteriorating Bridges
-Jonathan E. HeuserSpecial to the Tripod
Not once in the last 36.6 years
has America been faced with such
a crisis.
The Korean conflict and the
Army-McCarthy hearings were
the height of America's antiCommunist craze. The Soviets
launched Sputnik and the space
race. Gary Powers and his U-2
spy plane were shot down over
the USSR. John F. Kennedy was
elected, launched the Bay of Pigs
invasion, narrowly averted World
War HI during the Cuban Missle
Crisis, and was assassinated.
As the United States escalated its involvement in Vietnam,
Martin Luther King fought for
civil rights and was murdered—
the same year as Robert Kennedy.
The generation of peace and love
became the "me" generation while
Neil Armstrong and Buzz Aldrin
landed on the moon.
World Series have come and
gone. We have developed personal computers, genetic engineering, and designer drugs. We
discuss abortion., have reached
new levels of detente with the
Soviet Union, and are plagued by
AIDS. Allof this activity how-'
ever masks the true national
emergency, a problem of the most
serious kind.
Through all those years, while
we slept contentedly, no one noticed, no one cared—no one realized our rural bridges were getting old.
According to a recent report
by the United States Department

of agriculture, almost half of
America's rura! bridges are "structurally deficient or functionally
obselete." Apparently, there were
578,094 highway bridges as of
December 31, and 81 % were classified as rural. The average age a
rural bridge in the United States
was set at 36.6 years.
The report revealed that
Texas had the largest number of
structurallydeficientbridges. The
Department of Agriculture also
found that Arizona "appears to
have the most adequate rural
bridges."
How did we let our bidges
fall into this tragic state of disrepair? Who is responsible? What
is being done, and what can I do?
What has Arizona done right?
These are questions that should
weigh heavily on the American
conscience.
For years, people have taken
rural bridges for granted. There
were always so many of the things
around that if one collapsed, what
did it matter? Yet we must now
change our perspective. It is time
we began to regard the bridges we
cross as a privilege and as a pleasant alternative to fording streams
and maneuvering through gullies.

trick, Jr., administrator of the
Office of Transportation (of the
Department of Agriculture). "This
means that future improvements
will require continued intergovernmental support, along with the
policies that acknowledge the
importance of rural bridges to the
nation's economy."
Finally, what can someone
do to help? A National Associa-

tion of Counties survey of rural
bridges put the repairs price tag in
the billions of dollars. Unless you
are exceptionally wealthy,
chances are you won't be able to
foot the entire bill yourself, but
there are alternatives. Congressmen, county commissioners and
city councilmen always like to
hear about things like rural

Dodd's Aid to El Salvador

Christiani, a graduate of Georgetown University, as the figurehead for the party in an attempt to
deemphasize their association
Senator Christopher Dodd, with death squads.
the chairperson of the Subcom- Thirty-two senators voted against
mittee on Western Hemisphere against the increase, instead supAffairs, voted to continue send- porting $85 million of war aid to
ing unconditional aid to El Salva- El Salvador on the condition that
dor last week. He stated,'! am human rights become a national
certainly as aware as anyone else priority for the country. Senator
of the fact that El Salvador is Tom Harkin who supported conhardly what you would call an ditioning of the aid stated," The
ideal environment in terms of American taxpayer deserves more
human rights." while supporting oversightfsic] and a more responthe increase of aid to $90 million sible position from Congress than
for 1990. He justified this by simply writing a blank check for
declaring,"...I happen to believe $90 million to the Salvadoran
that President Christiani in El military." Since 1980, the U.S.
has sent $3.6 billion to the SalvaResponsibility for the up- Salvador is our best bet."
keep of bridges lies with various
Alfredo Christiani won the doran government, three-quarters
local, county, and state govern- presidential election in June of of which has directly or indirectly
ments throughout the fifty states. this year with the support of 20% supported the military, During
In addition, the federal govern- of the eligible voters. He is a rep- this period of time more than
ment funds bridges that are part of resentative of the ARENA party 70,000 people have been killed.
the national highway system. whose President-for-Life is Harkin also pointed out that "The
"Various and complex bridge Roberto D'Aubuisson. The armed forces are likely to resist
funding and management arrange- ARENA party is presently in any real progress toward a negoments exist throughout the United control of all three branches of the tiated resolution of war. Why
Stales," explained Martin Fitzpa- government and military with should they accept peace? War is
big business for the Salvadoran
military." In fact, since the beginning of this month when members
of the liberation movement, Farabundo Marti National Liberation
Front (FMLN), agreed to meet
with Christiani, more than 120
-By Jen BarrWorld & Nation Writer

PIZZARONI
1502 Broad Street • Across from the Rugby Field

This Week's Special
_

_

_

_

_

[this week on any .delivery order of more than $10!

In choosing a graduate
school, the faculty you study
with should be your single
most important consideration.
Here are just a few senior
members of the Graduate
Faculty and courses they
teach,

I

Anthropology: "Contemporary Anthropological
Theories"

this week on any deliveryorder under $10 ($6 min.)

Robert Heilbroner
Economics: "History of
Economic Thought"

Agnes Heller

Present
cupon to
to anver
driver to
neseni this
mis cupon
to receive
receive discount.
discount. Offer
Offer valid
valid 10/3
10/3 -- 10/8
10/8

people have been captured, 4 of
them Americans.
Basically, the military and the
government represent the land,owning elite (2% of the population who control 60% of the farm
land), U.S. banks and corporations and they are threatened by
any sort of reform. In fact, antiterrorist legislation has been proposed that would eliminate the
fundamental freedoms of speech,
press and association. Anything
deemed as "subverting the public
order", such as being a member
of a political organization or union, participating in a peaceful
demonstration, or possessing certain photographs or literature
would be a serious crime. They
would eliminate opposition
through intimidation, if not murder. This basically would legalize the state of siege which is a
presently arealityforSalvadorans.
The politicians' paranoia of anything left of the U.S. government
pushes the leadership of this
country to support the fascist
regime in El Salvador with almost
$250,000 a day for the next year.
Dodd's wait-and-see attitude will
only bring more repression upon
the citizens of this Massachusettssize country, and will perpetuate
the costly civil war.

Faculty
Tulal Asad

$1.00

bridges... try writing a few letters.
Another plan would be to set up a
"bridge watch" group in cooperation with your local police department. Enterprising bridge activists might also decide to hold
fundraisers—bake sales, bazaars,
and the like—to benefit their local crossing.
As for Arizona' s secret, officials there are not talking.

Philosophy: "The Political
Philosophy of Kant"

Faculty and History
Founded in 1933 as the University in Exile, the Graduate
Faculty has become what is
arguably the leading U.S.
center for historically and
theoretically informed social
science studies.
Faculty and You
A representative of our Admissions Office will be at Trinity
College on October 5 to answer
your questions about our faculty
- a n d your future. For a free
Bulletin describing our M.A.
and Ph.D. programs, call or
return the coupon.

Eric Hobsbawm

New York Style Pizza
White Clam Pizza
Sheet Pan Party Pizza
Chicago Stuffed Pizza
Calzones

Wide Variety of Pastas
Salads
Giant Submarines
Stromboli
Ciams Casino Pizza

Try Our Huge Select Son of Designer Pizzas
Red Veggi Design Pizza • White Veggie Design Pizza • Hawiian Ham & Pineapple
White Broccoli Pizza • White Spinach Pizza • White Combo Veggi Design • Stuffed Spirit
Spinach Pie

2 4 9 - 3 8 9 9 For Very Fast, Free Delivery

Political Science:
"Revolution in History"

David Shapiro
Psychology: "Neurotic
Character"

Janet Abu-Lughod
Sociology: "The City
in History"

I want to know more. Please send me
a Graduate Faculty Bulletin.
I'm interested in:
• Anthropology
D Psychology
D Economics
• Sociology
D Philosophy
• Historical Studies
D Political Science D Liberal Studies

Graduate Faculty
of Political and Social Science
65 Fifth Ave., Greenwich Village,
. N.Y., N.Y. 10003/(212) 741-5710

New School
for Social Research
N>me

-

Address.

city_
-Zip.

Phone

;

NEW SCHOOL FOR SOCIAL RESEARCH: A university of seven academic divisions
including the Graduate Faculty of Political and Social Science, the Graduate School of
Management and Urban Policy, Eugene Lang College, The New School (Adult Division),
Mannes College of Music, Otis/Parsons Los Angeles and Parsons School of Design.

j
j
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World & Nation
Pres. Bush's Approach to the Soviet Union
-By Jeffrey Hawkins &
Patrick ShannonWorld & Nation Writers
Since the beginning of the
cold war, American Presidents
have felt it necessary to formulate
a doctrine for guidance in affairs
with the Soviet Union. President
Truman started this tradition on
March 12, 1947 when he first
promulgated the Truman Doctrine. Truman was attempting to
articulate a consistent policy for
dealing with the nascent threat of
communist aggression. He argued
that the cold war presented the
United States with a zero-sum
situation where a Soviet victory
in any corner of the globe automatically translated into defeat
for the U.S. Therefore the United
States should respond to any attempt at Soviet expansion with
military aid or even direct military involvement. The subsequent
leaders of the United States became enamored with establishing
doctrines; Eisenhower, Nixon,
Carter, and Reagan all offered
similar policies.
With the coming ofglasnost,
perestroika, and Gorbachev it
seems that President Bush is, like
Truman, at the cusp of a new era
in U.S./Soviet relations. At this
point Bush is left with both the
opportunity and the responsibility to create a doctrine specifically tailored for the post-cold
war world. Bush has quite failed
to do this; in fact he has absolutely no policy towards the changing Soviet Union. There has been

no dearth of opportunity for him
to establish some sort of doctrine,
yet he has chosen to accept the
status quo.
It almost seems as if the Bush
Administration is experiencing a
certain amount of-nostalgia for
the Cold War decades, and is
eagerly awaiting their return.
Several weeks ago, Deputy Sec- retary of State Lawrence Eagle burger favorably referred to the
cold war years as, "characterized
by a remarkably stable and predictable set of relations among
the great powers". In a recently

published article, State Department official Francis Fukuyama
said that the end of period of cold
war was "the end of history " which
in his words will be "a very sad
time... I can feel in myself a
powerful nostalgia for the time
when history existed." These
feelings seem to be laying the
foundation for a Bush policy based
on limited growtli in relations
between the West and the Soviet
Union.
Remarks such as these
prompted Democrats on Capitol
Hill to urge that the President take

some sort of decisive action.
Responding to these pressures.
Bush made a speech this week to
the United Nations. The President outlined a plan to rid the
world of the "scourge" of chemical warfare. Here again Bush
missed an important opportunity
to significantly enhance EastWest relations. While his speech
may seem to be an important arms
reduction breakthrough, it has
little genuine meaning. The
United States is already committed by law to the destruction of 90
ptaent ot its chemical arsenal by

1997.
While capable of setting a
course that would advance both
Soviet and American positions,
this administration seems bent on
a return to Cold War conditions.
This inaction is abhorred by most
European allies and hurts relations on all sides. We find ourselves at the threshold of what
could be an entirely new age of
world harmony. Instead of
downplaying the chances of
Gorbachev's success, American
leaders should seize the opportunity to bring his effort to fruition.

Abortion: A Search for the Middle Ground
-Marc GrossmanWorld & Nation Writer
Abortion has the potential to
emerge as the central issue in next
year's elections. It is a powerful
and emotional controversy which
cuts across traditional political,
social, and religious boundaries.
The elevation of abortion to such
prominence is the result of widespread acceptance of several misconceptions. Further, there are
profound dangers if the abortion
debate, as defined by these mis*conceptions, becomes the deciding issue in political campaigns.
First, the use of the terms
"pro-life" and "pro-choice" raises
emotional involvement beyond
any controllable level. It suggests
that there are two extreme positions which people must chose
between, i.e. either in favor of
abortion or banning it altogether.
I would suggest that there is a
middle ground which a majority
of the American people might very
well identify with. However, any
attempt to find it must begin with
a clarification of these two terms.
"Pro-life" refers to a deeply
held conviction that abortion is
immoral and the equivalent to
murder of the unborn. "Prochoice" refers to support for a
woman's right to have an abortion
if she so chooses and to determine
what should be done to her own
body.
Is there a contradiction
between these two positions? I
would argue that there is not. It is
possible for someone to be both
"pro-life" and "pro-choice'Y as
defined above. Personally, I be-

lieve that abortion is the equivalent of murder. I cannot imagine
any argument powerful enough to
convince me otherwise. However, I also believe that a woman
should be able to have an abortion
is she desires one. I may not agree
with her decision, but it remains
exactly that-her decision. Iwould
oppose any effort to make it illegal to have an abortion in this
country.
This strikes me as a reasonable position. The question
then becomes this: If abortion is
immoral, then should government—either state or federal—
have the right to place restrictions
on abortion, in particular, state
and/or federal funding of abortion at the taxpayers' expense?
This should be the issue under
debate, not simply whether a
woman has a right to an abortion.
To the best of my knowledge, no
legislation has been proposed in
any state legislature which would
ban abortions entirely, nor would
such legislation be constitutional.
Rather, proposals would place
restrictions on abortion.
During the recent session
of the Connecticut General Assembly, two amendments were
offered which would have placed
restrictions on abortion in Connecticut. Both were defeated by a
bipartisan coalition of Republicans and Democrats. The first
would have required any minor
under the age of 16 to obtain the
consent of her parents before
having an abortion. The second
would have prohibited state funding of abortion.
It is worth noting that these
amendments reveal the extent to

which abortion is a non-partisan
issue. The General Assembly is
known for its strict party-line votes
on most issues, but party lines
collapsed on these amendments.
While it is true that, in general,
Republicans are more likely to
favor abortion restrictions than
Democrats, many Democrats
voted in favor of the amendments
while many Republicans voted
against them. In fact, arguably
the most forceful speech in the
Senate in opposition to any restrictions on abortion came from
a Republican senator.
The oversimplification of
the abortion issue and misconceptions about the specific proposals under discussion pose a
profound danger. It could be
argued that abortion is not the
most pressing issue facing us. If
voters are galvanized by a choice
between "murder" and "freedom
of choice", other issues might be
eclipsed. The potential exists for
candidates to exploit abortion
sentiments and transform abor-

tion rights into the central issue in
an election, thus enabling them to
shift the public focus away from
those issues on which they may be
vulnerable. The truth is that more
of us are likely to be immediately
affected by state government
overspending and resultant tax
increases than by abortion. All of
us will have to pay the higher
taxes passed to subsidize the
mismanagement of state government; a relative few will have an
abortion,
As an example, Democrats running for governor in
Massachusetts have already attempted to make abortion the
central issue. They are hoping
that voters will forget how they
had almost bankrupt the entire
state. It is likely that Democrats
in Connecticut will do likewise in
an attempt to overcome voter
hostility toward the billion-dollar
tax packages passed earlier this
year.
On the national level, voters

need to ask themselves whether
abortion will have a more immediate impact on their lives and the
country as a whole ascompared to
any of the following: the war on
drugs, budget deficits and unrestrained spending, cracking down
on crime, enhancing education,
or making' this a safer world
through the continued pursuit of
arms reductions with the Soviet
Union.

As long as misconceptions run
rampant and voters become so
polarized by them that they are
manipulated into permitting abortion rights to become "the" issue
they vote on next year, the democratic process will suffer. We will
not be addressing the needs of our
society and the immediate problems we face. Politicians who
have failed and betrayed the public trust wi 11 be able to rally around
abortion rights and be reelected.
That is the danger of having abortion emerge as the central issue in
next year's elections.

Are you opinionated?
Something on your mind?
Write for World & Nation.
Submit articles to Box 1310
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Announcements
EXHIBITIONS

LECTURES

Through September 30 - "American Book origins, Ca. 1200-1780:
A Brief Celebration of Three
Anniversaries" and "Book-bindings in paper: a variety of 19th
century American and British
examples." Watkinson Library,
"A" floor, Trinity College Library.
Monday through Friday from 8:30
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. and Saturdays
from 9:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Free
Admission.

Thursday, Sept. 28 -The Department of Sociology presents "The
Grateful Dead Phenomenon: A
Sociological Perspective." The
lecture will be given by Rebecca
Adams '74, Associate Professor
of Sociology at the University of
North Carolina, Greensboro. 4:00
p.m. McCook Auditorium.

Through October 8 - Selections
from the George F. McMurray
Collection. Widener Gallery,
Austin Arts Center. 1 p.m. to 5
p.m. daily. Free admission.
Monday Oct. 2 through Wednesday, Jan. 31 - "Pheasants: Splen-,
did Birds of the Orient." Audubon
Room, Watkinson Library, "A"
Floor, Trinity College Library.
Monday through Friday from 8:30
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. and Saturdays
from 9:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. when
the College is in session. Free
admission.

Monday, Oct. 2 - "Lectura Dantis," a reading of "Canto 3" of
Dante's "Divine Comedy." 7:30
p.m. Hamlin Hall. Reading and
interpretation will be followed by
discussion and refreshments. The
"Lectura Dantis" series is sponsored by Trinity College's Cesare
Barbieri Center of Italian Studies.
Free admission.
Wednesday, Oct. 4 - Professor of
Jurisprudence, Simon Francis Lee,«
Queen's University of Belfast,
Northern Ireland, will give a lecture on the "British Constitution
and the Media Treatment of Terrorism." The Program is sponsored by the Political Science
Department, Minor-in-Law, the
Writing Center, and President
Gerety. Rittenberg Lounge, 2:30
p.m. to 4:00 p.m. Reception after
the lecture.

by. Tim Craine, Director of the
Mathematics Center and held in
the Women's Center, third floor
of Mather, at 12:15 p.m. All are
welcome. .
Friday, Oct. 6 - A discussion with
Todd Chretian titled, "El Salvador: A Student's Perspective."
Sponsored by PSA and the Area
Studies Department. 4 p.m. in the
Alumni Lounge.
Wednesday, Oct. 11 - "Barren
Models and Robber Barons" by
Gerald Gunderson, the Shelby
Cullom Davis Professor of American Business and Economic Enterprise at Trinity. 4 p.m. Faculty
Club, Hamlin Hall. Faculty Lecture Series. Free admission.
Wednesday, Oct. 11 - Open house
at Watkinson Library featuring a
talk on "The New Zealand Connection" by Keith Hook, map
collector and former counsel of
Connecticut Mutual. 8 p.m. Watkinson Library, "A" Floor, Trinity College Library, Free admission. Hook's talk is given in conjunction with a Watkinson Library
exhibit titled "Maps and Images
of New Zealand."

MUSIC

Friday, Oct. 6 - "Italian Art Songs
and German Lieder" will be performed by Carlo Allemano, tenor;
Elisabetta Lombardi, mezzo soprano; and Erik Battaglia, pianist.
8:15 p.m. J.L. Goodwin Theatre
of Austin Arts Center. Free admission. Sponsored by the Trinity
College Cesare Barbieri Center.
of Italian Studies.
FILMS
Thursday, Oct. 5 - "El Salvador in
Crisis." A discussion will follow
the film. Sponsored by PSA. 7
p.m. in the Alumni Lounge.
Saturday, Oct. 14 - "les Portes
Tournantes," a French Canadian
film with English subtitles, directed by Francis Mankiewicz.
2:30 p.m. Cinestudio. Free admission. A reception will, follow
the screening,
Friday, Oct 13 - Dmitri Pokrpvsky
Ensemble, a Russian ensemble of
musicians, will perform folk
music-Tickets: $10. Box office:
(203)297-2199. Co-sponsored by
Trinity College, Men's Choral
Club of Hartford and First Church
of Christ, West Hartford.

Monday Oct. 2 through Wednesday, Jan. 31 - "Maps and Images
of. New Zealand." Watkinson
Friday, Oct. 13 - "Rituals of the
Library, ."A" Floor, Trinity ColFemale Sacred." Carolee Schlege Library. Monday through
Friday from .8:30 a.m. to 4:30 Thursday, Oct. 5 -Dr. Vishvanath neefnann, Deborah Hay, Ann POETRY READINGS
p.m. and Saturdays from 9:30 a.m. • Naravane, Professor of Philoso- McCoy. 10 a.m. to 12 noon. Wean
to 4:30 p.m. when the College is phy, will give a lecture entitled Lounge, Mather Hall. Free ad- Thursday, Sept. 28 - Poetry readin session. Free admission.
"Continuity in Indian Culture," at mission. This session is part of a , ing by, Elizabeth Libbey. 8 p.m.
4:00 p.m. in the Faculty Club. Dr. three-day program Oct. 12 - 14 Faculty Club, Hamlin Hall. SponWednesday, Oct. 1.1 through Naravane was formerly depart- titled "Theater of the Female sored by the Trinity College PoSunday,Nov. 12-"Paintingsfrom ment head at Poona University in Body." In addition to the interdis- etry Center. Free admission.
1979 -19.89"- by Vermont-based, India. The lecture is free and the ciplinary conference at Trinity
College, "Theater of the Female Tuesday, Oct. 3 - Pulitzer Prizeartist Clay Kanzler, whose work public is-invited.
Body" will include rehearsals, winning poet Gwendolyn Brooks
is shown in galleries throughout
the East Coast. Widener Gallery, \ Thursday, Oct. 5 - The Women's performances and discussions of and Lucille Clifton, a writer of
Austin Arts Center. 1 p.m. to 5 Center will hold their first Lunch' "Dr. Charcot's Hysteria Shows" fiction and poetry who has been
p.m. daily. The opening recep- Series of the Semester, titled from Oct. 12-14atTheaterWorks, nominated twice for the Pulitzer
tion will be on Wednesday, Oct. Nicaragua After Ten Years: A 233 Pearl St., Hartford, (203) 527- Prize in poetry, will read from
11 from 4:30 p.m. to 6:30 p.m. Report From a VisittoHartford's . 7838. These events are free but their works as part of the annual
Free admission.
Sister City. Ocotal. It will'be-led reservations are advised for the Rainbow Sound reading series by
performances. For conference
information, call (203)297-2052. women writers. 8:15 p.m. J.L.
Goodwin Theatre. Admission is
Do You Want VISA & MasterCard A , G A R S E A U .Student Services
free. For more information, call
P.O BOX 130336 SUNRISE, FL 33313
Vv-;:
Credit Cardu?
Friday, Oct. 13 - "Theater of (203) 297-2408.
j * You or- have two ol the masi r e c o c t e d on accepted etc Hit
cards m the wcitf _ VISA' and Mus(etCBf<r credit cards ..'In your
Sexual Politics/Pornography."
want VISAVMaslerCard*
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credit cardie EnclOMrJ find $1500 which \%
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Madelon Sprengnether, Holly DANCE
1OO% refundable il not approved irnmedtetefy
Hughes, Richard Schechner. 1:15
VISA* and Matt«iC«f<f (he credit cards
<*wt *
iB»d ' * ID * BOD^S 1
p.m. to 3:15 p.m. Wean Lounge, Wednesday, Sept. 27 - Crowsfeet
+ DEPARTMENT STORES * TUITION
+ ENTERTAINMENT * EMERGENCY CASH
Mather Hall. Free admission. This Dance Collective , presented by
* TICKETS* RESTAURANTS
# HOTELS * GAS * CAfl HEN1ALS
session is part of a three day pro- the Trinity College Women's
* REPAIRS-* AND TO BUILD
YOUR CREDIT RATING?
gram Oct. 12-14 titled "Theater Center, will preform at 8 p.m. in
of the Female Body." See Oct. the J.L. Goodwin Theatre, Austin
GUARANTEED!
,
13th "Rituals" lecture for more Aits Center. The multi-cultural
GOLD CARD
details on the conference.
collective, employs many disciVISA/MASTERCARD
GUARANTEED ISSUE
plines including modern, CaribOR MONEV BACK
Friday, Oct. 13 - "Femininity as a bean and African dance forms as
SOC, SECURITY*
Approval absolutely I
Masquerade/Semiotics of Wom- well as song, humor, American
guaranteed so Hurry W
anly Gestures." Berenice sign language and martial arts.
y
Yourced'l cards ire waiting
Reynaud, Mady Schutzman, Donations will be accepted at the
Susan Foster. 3:30 p.m. to 5:30 door.
p.m. Wean Lounge, Mather
Hall. Free admission. This ses- Tuesday, Oct. 10 - Two dance
sion is part of a three day program companies, the'Bebe Miller and
Oct. 12-14 titled "Theater of the Company and the Ralph Lemon
. Female Body." See Oct. 13th Company, will perform new
"Rituals" lecture for more details works by New York-based choreon the conference.
ographers Bebe Miller and Ralph
Lemon. New works jointly comSaturday, Oct. 14 - "Semiotics of missioned by the New England
. Racial/Cultural Differences." Presenters, Jacob'sPillow and the
Joan Erdman, Rebecca Schnei- New England Foundation for the
der, Andrea Hairston, Brenda Arts. Performance is part of a tour
Dixon. 9:30 a.m. to 12 noon. Wean organized by the New England
Lounge, Mather Hall. Free ad- Foundation for the Arts. 8 p.m.
mission. This 'session is part of a J.L. Goodwin Theatre, Austin Arts
AND MORE
three day program Oct. 12-14
WITH THIS
titled "Theater.of the Female Center. General Admission: $10;
Body." See Oct. 13th "Rituals" students and senior citizens: $5
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lecture for more details on the Box office: (203) 297-2199.
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Are You...

"\ Wednesday, Oct. 4 - "Les Sans-

Looking for a singer for you
band? A drummer? Trying to
start a new band? Looking for
other writers? Then come to a
reception in the Underground on
\yOet.l2th from 7:30 pm. - 9:00pm. j

Jupons,"atheaterpiece performed
m French about four women's
experiences in the French Revolution. Includes songs, dances,
and pantomime. Presented by
Trinity College's department of

Modern Languages. 8 p.m. J.L.
Goodwin Theatre, Austin Arts
Center. Admission is free.
Sunday, Oct, 8 - "You Strike the
Woman, You Strike the Rock,"
the story of three South Africans
living under apartheid. Presented
by the. Vusiszwe Players in association with the Market Theatre
Company. 8 p.m. J.L. Goodwin
Theatre, Austin Arts Center, Trinity College. General admission:
$10; students and senior citizens:
$5. Box office: (203) 297-2199.
Thusday, Oct 12'through Saturday, Oct. 14 - "Theater of the
Female Body," a program featuring "Dr. Charcot's Hysteria
Shows" at Theater-Works, 233
Pearl St., Hartford, and an interdisciplinary conference in Wean
Lounge, Mather Hall, Trinity
College. Admission is free to all
events but reservations are advised forperformances. For more
information on the • conference,
call (203) 297-2052. For performance reservations, call (203)
527-7838.
GENERAL
To All Students in Intermediate
and Advanced Spanish Courses;
This is to announce that there will
be a Conversation Hour in Spanish in the Modern Languages
Lounge in Seabury every Thursday from 5:00 to 6:00 p.m. This
will give you, an opportunity to
practice the language and learn
about Spain and Latin America.
Ms. Isabel de la Cuesta, Graduate
Fellow in Spanish at Trinity College, and a native of Spain, will
conduct these sessions.
There will be an informal Cafeconversation hour in French every
Wednesday from 5 p.m. - 6 p.m.
in the Modern Language Lounge.
All those who wish to practice
their French are welcomed.
Coffee and sweets will be provided.
Registration for 2nd quarter-physical'education classes will be held
on the last three days of 1 st quarter, Oct. 11th, 12th, 13th, in Robin
Sheppard's office in Ferris 202.
You may also register during Open
Period in Ferris 202. During the
first week.of 2nd quarter, Oct.
23rd - Oct. 27th, you may still
add/drop 2nd quarter classes with
the permission of that course instructor. Most classes have a class
limit... So don't wait until the last
moment!!!
STUDENTS!! Amaze your
friends and impress your professors! Prove to yourself and others
that you really have learned something in college! How? By volunteering to be a speaker for the 2nd
Annual Student Forum Series. The'
Student Forum began last year as
a project of the Graduate Mentor
Program. It is a fairly informal
lunch-time program designed to
give you^ the student, a place to
present your original research and/
or creative writing for the benefit
and pleasure of you peers and
other members of the community.
The Student Forum Series is a
year-long program, so if you feel
your work is in a too-preliminary
stage for public consumption,
contact me anyway and we' 11 work
toward a presentation date in the
Spring Semester. Interested Parties, please contact Laura Abrahamsen-Lazos, Graduate Mentor,
at Box 2116 Trinity College,
Hartford, CT 06106 or telephone
(203)246-2851,
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Arts
hARTford scene
Tuesday 10/3 & Wednesday 10/4

Hartford Symphony 1989-90
Season Opening Concerts
The Bushnell, 166 Capital Ave.
8 PM
Tickets: $10-$28. Special student rates available.
Call 246-6807.
Britain's greatest living composer, Sir Michael
Tippett, makes a special guest appearence at the
Hartford Symphony's Season Opening Concerts.
Infermental VIII: In the Afterglow of TV Land
Bronson & Hutensky Theatre
233 Pearl St.
7 PM
Admission by donation. Call 527-7838 for more
info.
This annual traveling video magazine features
contemporary works in a virtual encyclopedia of of
the video art world. Runs through Oct 5. See article
for more details.
Wednesday 10/4

"Crushed Tomatoes"
Company One, 45 Church St.
Weekdays 12:15, Fri &Sat 8:15 PM
Tickets: $9-$ 12. Student prices available. Call 2334588.
An off-beat comedy about an Italian-American
family in Groton, CT: the submarine capitol of the
world. Runs through Oct. 14.
Friday 10/6

"The Importance of Being
Earnest"
Hartford Stage Company
50 Church St.
Tue-Thurs &Sun 7:30 PM, Wed & Thurs 2 PM, Fri
& Sat 8 PM
Tickets: $20-$25. Student prices available. Call
527-5151.
Hartford's Tony Award winning theatre company
opens its 1989-90 season with Oscar Wilde's witty
comedy about love and mistaken identity. Staged by
their brilliant Artistic Director Mark Lamos, this
play is definitely a "must see." Runs through Nov. 4.
10/7 Saturday

Holly Hughes: "World Without
End"
'
Bronson & Hutensky Theater/ RAW Week at the
Artsfest
233 Pearl St.
8 PM
FREE
^
•
The creator and, as yet, sole practitioner of 'dyke
noir' theater presents a one-woman contemplation of
sex, death & familial relations in her characteristic
"full-tilt fire engine language." (Holden/NY Times)

Dive Head-first Into Life
With Blue Sparks
-By Maria BlackburnArts Editor
Hartford Ballet lights up its
1989 Season with three World
Premeires in repNights I: Blue
Sparks, an electric fusion of
modern and classical dance genres by Artistic Director Michel
Uthoff, and Guest Choreographers
Victoria Marks and Matthew
Nash.
New York choreographer and
composer Nash, has created an
emotionally driven, socially conscious piece entitled "Sky Promise Fugue." The work will be
performed to "Octet for Strings"
by Felix Mendelssohn." His
contemporary classical ballet is a
personal affirmation of life portrayed in three movements—
Young Love, Mortality, and
Work.
"I felt a deep need to make
this ballet," said Nash. "If you
lived in New York, you'd see that
rnany^ people are dying around
you. Whether it's from AIDS,
alcohol, or drug abuse, it's a sad
and sobering situation. In response to this, I've created a ballet that's a joy ful call to dive headfirst into life."
Victoria Marks was the first
American choreographer to be
awarded the United Kingdom
Fulbright Arts Fellowship. Her
work is described as intelligent,
direct and emotional. Marks' new
ballet, "Butterfly Print" is performed to the haunting music of
Samuel Barber's "Adagio for

Strings Opus 11"; recently this wreck on 1-91, and then BOOM—
music was used, as the score for there's a commercial for steel
the Academy Award-winningfilm belted-radial tires," said Michael
"Platoon."
Uthoff. By using traditional
This modern dance explores newsroom personalities and the
a universal condition—two par- actual rhythm of the news, Uthoff
alell worlds that are separate, yet has created a ballet that juxtalong to unite. "This division ex- poses real-life drama withthe
ists between men, women, Jews fairytale reality we passively
and Palestinians, and democratic experience vis-a-vis our televiand communist nations..." said sion screens.
Marks of her new work. "It's a
simple piece, imbued with my Hartford Ballet's repNights I: Blue
own feelings and a message of Sparks will be performed on
hope that I wish to convey to each Friday October 13, and Saturday
audience member."
October 14, at 8 PM at the BushThen stay tuned for Artistic nell. Tickets range from S8-$24,
Director Michael Uthoff s new and may be purchased at the
topical ballet "Details at 11," a Bushnell box office,166 Capitol
pointed comedy about television Ave. 236-6807. at local TICKETnews and the effect of the media RON outlets or by calling TELon human sensibilities. "I think ETRON at 1(800) 922-2030.
it's bizzare that we can lounge in Student 50% Rush discount tickfront of our TV's, munching our ets available 1 hour before
favorite microwave popcorn, showtime. Regular Student diswatching these pleasant news counts are also available for 20%
people describe a disasterous car off the ticket price.

"Infermental VIII: In the
Afterglow of TV Land"
The celebration of the opening of the new Bronson and
Hutensky Theatre Company continues with three nights of- international video entitled, "Infermental VIII: In the Afterglow of TV
Land," Tuesday-Thursday, Oct.
3-5, at 7 PM. Brought to you by
Real Art Ways, this year's collection of the' annual traveling video
company, was compiled by Alfred
Birnbaum and Keiko Set and
focuses on various aspects of television culture in an attempt to
bridge the gap between East and
West and between art and popular
entertainment.
Each evening's selection
features two one-hour programs.
Admission is by donation-. Call
527-7838, for more information
and reservations.

1988); and "Godzilla Hey" by
Megan Roberts and Raymond
Ghirardo (Ithaca, NY, 1988).

tion to 12 others.

Program 4—"Canned Laughter".
"Canned Laughter" presents a
Program^— "The Five Warning collection of videotapes that parSigns of Infomania"
ody a variety of film and video
What is infomania? The result of techniques and genres used to
living in a country where 11 mil- predetermine viewer response.
lion magazines are printed daily Works include: "IHateCops,"by
and the TV is on 24 hours a day. A Michael Buckley and Sue Mcquick look at "infomania," in- Cauley (Melbourne, 1986);
cluding everything from image "Slug-a-BedHusband"by Robert
bombardment & consumption, Red-Baer (Chiba.1985); and
and cannibalization to techno- "Debate of the Dead' by Betsy
bashing.
Works include: Newman and Ellin Stein (New
"S.L.A.B. (Sit, Listen, Absorb, York, 1983); and 14 others.
Buy)" by Janusz Szczerek (London, 1987); "Jane Doe 66" by Thursday, October 5
Taisuke Morishita (Tokyo, 1986);
"666 O'Clock News" by Patrick Program 5—"Broadcast ShadHughes (Vancouver, 1987); and ows"
20 others.
This program focuses on who and
what is denied access and expoProgram 3— "The Limbo Hour" sure to television, how the meTuesday, October 3
Program 1— "Twilight of the This program includes video dium is used to intimidate the
works that transplant the viewer population, and how it can create
Godz"
Japan's greatest contribution to to far away times and places. stars. The program concludes with
popular culture—Godzilla— Enjoy a video vaca in Manila as three works from Eastern Europe.
seeks a new image. Long misun-. you'celebrate the fall of President Works include: "TVOpression"
derstood as merely a 'kitsch Krea- Marcos or discover the Euripi- by Lotte Rosenfeld (Santiago,
ture,' videomakers from around dean drama of Zeus and Hermes Chile, 1988); "Safe Sex" by Virthe world are re-examining the transposed to the contemporary ginia Queseda (Washington, DC,
Godzilla myth as a symbol of multi-mediastage.Works include: 1987); "Red Star Over the Empire
Japan \s.relatipns to the upheavals "Psychic Beat" by Masuaki State Building" by Laslo Nosek
of the war and the westernization Kiyota (Tokyo, 1988) & (New York/Budapest, 1988); and
of its culture. Two of the thirteen "Desparate for Heat" by Steven 9 others..
works include: "Godzildam- Giuliano and Walter Tomasino
merung" by Yohani Kibe (Tokyo, (Warwick, NY, 1987); in addi- Program 1—"Twilight of the
Godz" repeated.
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"You Strike the Woman,
You Strike the Rock"
-By Liz HornArts Writer
The lives of three South
African.women emerge through
. song, dance and vignettes when
"You Strike the Woman, You
Strike the Roek" comes to Goodwin Theatre on Sunday evening.
This musical drama will be
performed by the Vusisze Players, who are associated with the
the Market Theatre of Johannesburg. Founded in 1976, the
Market Theatre has no government sanction or funding, and is
known for its artistic stand against
apartheid.
The play dervives its themes
and energy from the real lives of
its three peformers, Poppy Tsira,
Thobeka Maqhutyana and
Nomvula Qosha. These three
women reveal the often dark truth
of black women's lives under
.apartheid, where their husbands
are sent to work in far-away cities
and the women must fend for their
families alone. Selling illegal
goods in Capetown, as the characters are doing when the curtain
rises, is their attempt to survive.
Alternately rebelling and submitting to the demands of township life, the three women communicate through arguments,
shared stories and mutual support. Between conversations,
Tsira, Maqhuty,ana and:• Qoshainterspersesongs.dances and skits
to create a coherent, complete
picture of South African daily life.
From the recreation of a busride
from a homeland to Capetown, to
that of a drunken father's theft of
household money from his little
girl, to the women worrying over
their children growing up, the
many aspects of life portayedform
a strong whole.
Phyllis Klotz directed the play,
which sets vibrant song and
movement against minimal props
and a plain dark backdrop.
The title "You Strike the
Woman, You Strike the Rock"
derives from a song observing the
August 9, 1956 demonstration

when 30,000 people marched in
Pretoria to protest the inclusion of
women in the South African pass
laws which limited the movement
of the black population.
Terry Byrne of the Boston
Herald Scene said of the play:
"Powerful in its simplicity, haunting in its honesty, 'You Strike the
Woman' is a whirlwind tour of
life behind the headlines.'"
The Vancouver Sun said of
"You Strike the Woman": "the
women sing'and pound the floor and this with such an orchestral
force and beauty of harmony that
all the vitality of a people is implied, as well as the tragedy of its
potential loss. A remarkable
show."
"You Strike the Woman, You
Strike the Rock" begins at 8:00
prh on Sunday, October 8. in
Goodwin Theatre. For ticket information, call the Austin Arts
Box Office at 297-2199.

The paintings of Clay Kanxler will be featured in the Weidner Gallery of the Austin Arts Center, The opening
reception will be held Wednesday, October 11 from 4:30 to 6:30 p.m.

Brooks, Clifton Open Rainbow Sounds
-By Laura KonigsbergArts Writer
Rainbow Sound debuts this
fall tonight with Gwendolyn
Brooks and Lucile Clifton in
Goodwin Theatre of Austin Arts
at 8; 15. Gwendolyn Brooks has
won several awards and honors,
including the prestigious Pulitzer
Prize in 1950. She has also been
named Poet Laureate of Illinois,
been awarded honorary doctorates from numerous colleges and
is the Consultant-in-Poetry to the
Library of Congress,
Her works span several decades and range from such issues
as womenhood and the black experience in America for both men
and women, with the.themes of
survival and rebirth exuding from
her poetry. She has written several books of poetry and one novel,
Maud Martha.
Lucile Clifton, who will be
opening the evening, is currently

Student Writers and Student Performers
the Underground is looking for you! Get exposure! All
kinds of writing and music! You don't have to b e
professional or near professional. Works in progress
acceptable. Contact Tijuana Murray, Box 295.

UNDERGROUND
Coffeehouse,
a campus cafe offering live music and
delicious food & drink, is open '.
Tuesday, Thursday & Friday evenings,
: This week atthe Underground:
t h e Underground offers a candlelit cafe
atmosphere and a full menu of gourmet
coffee, teas, juices,'seltzers, •
cakes/muffins, dip & vegetables, cheese &
crackers, and much more. •Come by for a
study break... . {Located on the lower level
of Mather, right up the ramp from the Post
Office)
:
:•

a Professor of Literature and
Creative Writing at the University of .California at Santa Cruz.
She was nominated twice for the
Pulitzer Prize in poetry. She was

Trinity's Writer-in-Residence in
1981.
Those interested in attending
a workshop from 3:30-4:30 today
in Wean Lounge are welcome,

but don't miss the reading tonight.
It should prove an invaluable
opportunity to hear firsthand two
of the most celebrated contemporary women poets.

The Bean Eaters
They eat beans mostly, this old yellow pair.
Dinner is a casual affair.
Plain chipware on a plain and creakng wood,
Tin flatware.
Two who are Mostly Good.
Two who have lived their day,
But keep on putting on their clothes
And putting things away.
And remembering...
Remembering, with twinklings and twinges,
As they lean over the beans in their rented back room
that
is full of beads and receipts and dolls and cloths,
tobacco crumbs, vases and fringes.

We Real Conl
We real cool. We
left school. We
Lurk late. We
Strike straight. We
Sing sin. We
Thin gin. We
Jazz June. We
Die soon.

Poems by
Gwendolyn
Brooks
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Que Bella la Musica d'ltalia
book," as well works by Rossini,
-By Maria BlackburnGluck, Bellini, Mozart, Donizetti,
Arts Editor
and Verdi.
Allemano, who was born in
Three young critically ac- Ivrea in 1965, this year won the
claimed Italian musicians will international competition "T. Del
perform a free program of "Italian Monte" in the role of Don Ottavio
Art Songs and German Leider" at from the opera "Don Giovanni."
8:15 PM on Friday October 6 in He made his debut in the same
Goodwin Theater, Austin Arts role in September 1988 during the
Center.
Umbrian Musical Festival in PeThe three musicians are Carlo rugia.
Allemano, tenor; Elisabetta
Lombardi was born in Pesaro
Lombardi, mezzosoprano; and in 1966 and graduated "summa
Erik Battaglia, piano. Their pro- cum laude" from the Conservagram, which is sponsored by the tory Guiseppe Verdi in Torino in
Cesare Barbieri Center of Italian June. She has performed throughStudies, will include selections out Italy.
from Hugo Wolf's "Italian SongBattaglia, both a composer

Vicious
Rumors

and a pianist, was born in Rome in
1969. He made his debut in
Buenos Aires in 1987 in a concert
with Lucio Gallo and Nuccia
Focile presented by Luciano
Pavarotti. He has performed
numerous concerts throughout
Europe and in March he accompanied celebrated tenor Nicolai
Gedda in a critically acclaimed
recital.
"This concert is an early
chance to hear people who have a
future in music," says Andrea
Bianchini, Associate Professor of
Modern Languages.
For more information call the
Trinity Box Office at 297-2199.

Trinity Artscene
Tue 10/3

Hew Realities: Cezanne and
Post-impressionism
Wadsworth Athaneum
600 Main St.
5:30 PM
Trinity's own Prof, of Fine Arts Michael
Fitzgerald leads this discussion which is the
third of six lectures in conjuntion with their
upcoming exhibit, "The Dada and Surrealist
World Image."
Tickets: $6 members $8 non-members

Austin Arts Center
presents

...Watch out for Hit and Run
Theater—a new student
theater organization which
performs bits and pieces of
plays whenever, wherever,
however. Stay tuned for
further details....

TRINITY
C O I. L E G h

The Vusisizwe Players
in association with
The Market Theatre Company
October 8,1989
8:00 pm
J.L. Goodwin Theatre

Wanted

8:15 PM Austin Arts Center, Goodwin
Theatre
FREE
Wed 10/4

Les Sans-Jupon

Trinity Student to assist
publisher at New England
Booksellers Trade Show
at the Hartford Civic Center; Sat. 10/14 - Sun. 10/
15. Interviews on campus
preceeding weekend.
Please send brief backgroundletter with phone
number to:
Ipswich Press
Box 291
Ipswich, Mass. 01938

8 PM Austin Arts, Goodwin Theatre
FREE
Fri 10/6
Italian Art Songs, German
Lieder and Opera Selections
8:15 PM Austin Arts, Goodwin
Theatre
FREE

Travel Free &
Earn Income
Fun • Fun • Fun
Motivated student
is needed to be our
Travel Organizer
on campus.
Getaway vacations
include Bermuda,
Mexico, Bahamas,
Europe and cruises.
1-C800) 288-2328

Rainbow Sounds present:
Gwen Brooks and Lucille
Cliffton Poetry Reading

Sun 10/8

Manhong KangDance
Performance
7 PM New Social Center, Vernon St.
FREE
For Tickets and information contact
the Box Office at 203-297-2199

Sunday Evening Event Series

You Strike the Woman, You
Strike the Rock
8:15 PM Austin Arts, Goodwin Theatre
Tickets: $10 General Admission, $5
Student & Senior Citizens

Presents a dance performance by

"ManhongKang
Visiting artist in Theatre.

Sunday Oct. 8 at 7 PMVernon St. Social Center

Tue 10/10

Bebe Miller & Co/ Ralph Miller
Co. Dance Companies
8 PM Austin Arts, Goodwin Theatre
Performance Pass Event
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DJ. Vu

Place Stamp Here
Steve Safran

Dude Looks Like a Pinhead
I have, from time to time, come up with various proposals
that I hoped the Dean's office would consider. I owe you an
update: they haven't contacted me once.
Obviously, they are far too busy to be bothered with my
ingenious schemes. My Alcohol Proposal (The Frequent Faller
Progam) was met with positive response from the students, but
little action wastaken. So I now appeal to that honorable and
revered institution, the Student Council.
You know them, the folks that beg us to vote for them, and
then we don't hear from them until the following September
when they beg us again. (Vote For Me Again! I did such a good
job winning the last election!) Well, here is a viable piece of
important legislationfor our newly-elected Council to consider.
The Dude Proposal Plan
From now on, the usage of the word "Dude" is banned from
this campus, and any other place on Earth. (Exceptions will be
made when it precedes the word "Ranch." But that's all.) The
Californian students will be exempt for one year, as they have
gorwn up with "Dude" as part of their accepted vocabulary.
The word is getting way out of hand. English classes are
beginning, to accept "Dude" as proper grammar, such as an
essay in which you could write: "Dude! That Dickens dude was
one major bore!"
People seem to know when they are being referred to when
they hear "Dude." I've seen one dude yell "Dude!" across the
quad to another dude. Dude number 2 knew that dude number
1 meant him and not the other dudes (say, numbers 3 through.7)
standing with him. Amazing, dude.
;
- j f^||'|®l^e,,|io ; w,pgr / ; 1 |5e syord seems a little out of place.:
It's just not hip anymore. Our Grandparents have started using.
it. ("Dude! Haveyou seen my teeth?") It has the uncanny effect
of making everyone sound like Jeff Spicoli wanna-bes. And he
used the word 6 years ago. Isn't there a statue of limitations on
the usage of inane verbiage?
If the Student Council needs a law to back them up, I have it:
Connecticut State Law, Chapter 10, Book of Merriments, Verse
2, Sermon 31 / 2 (Key of G): For there shall be no use of the word
so crude, the word so foul, the word called "dude." It was, in
fact, Moses who used the earliest recorded reference to a dude,
upon his reception of the Ten Now Ignored Commandments:
"Dude! Noway! Heavy duty rule time!"
Of course, as soon as we pass this landmark legislation, there'
are bound to be those who find some sort of loophole. As we
saw in the New and Improved! Alcohol policy, students can find
the hole in any rule. Well, I'll save them the trouble. Here are
all the relevant Supreme Court precidents:
Moondoggie v.Jfonk of Los Angeles, U.S. 799(1969): In one
of the earliest cases involving a dude, the Court hel that
Moondoggie, a25-year-old surfer, could use the so-called "Dude
Defense." That is, he could not be convicted of bank robbery
based on the fact that, during a routine withdrawl, he said
'Money, Dude!" to the teller. A security guard who witnessed
the alleged robbery immediately shot Moondoggie, so this
lawsuit was deemed pointless as the defendant was, in the
words of Justice Stewart "...one dead dude." : (Justice Stewart
also added that the case was total bummer and could they
please get some jucier stuff about pornography.)
IIS, v. A TotalScumbag, 2.99 Der Dozen 7-11 (198F):• A
moment of unprecidented silliness in the Court. Justice
O'Connor held that Justice Stevens was a real dork. : Justice
Stevens, in his dissent told Justice O'Connor to "lighten up,
babe." Chief Justice Burger (who was tired of the justices
making fun of him: "Hey, do fries and a shake come with that
Justice?") held that the other justices were majorly uncool
dudes, then chucked a Bud can at Justice Rehnquist.
Becker v. Lendl U.S. Open, Flushing NY 7-6, 1-6, 6-3, 7-6
(1989): The court held: "Awesome! That dude can play tennis!"
One other moment of leniency: During exams, there will be
an orgainized rally that will meet at 3 a.m. every morning. At
this time, everyone can simultaneously yell: "Dude! These, are
most heinous,examinations!"
After the Dude Proposal Plan has been expected, a special
appeals committee will be set up so that Dude violators can try
their best tq lie their way out of being punished. The punishment
is expulsion for life (translation: a semester.)
Oh, hey, while they're at it, could the Student Council also
ban those damn Mountain bikes from wreaking havoc on
campus? I've gotten my toes run over twice this week.
We're Features. We're here to help.

Having- successfully uncovered the Childrens'Toys/Sexism/
Residential Services Conspiracy,,
my trusty son Dorme and I were
sure that our old friend Steve
Safran would be released from
the dungeons of the evil mad
doctor Rob Cockburn. It was not
to be....
"We need to know more!"
the doctor screamed. "TheCommitee on Intellectual Atmosphere/
Student Apathy/Residential Life/
Friday Committee or whatever
they're called has been nagging
us about student absenteeism.
Find out who's behind it!"
"It seems," his beady eyed
assistant Claud continued, "that
students have been missing a
phenomenal number of classes.
The Dean's office assumes that it
is due to excessive student alcohol consumption. We want to
. know the truth."
So off we went, in search of
clues. Upon leaving the dungeons
of Jackson Dormitory, we noticed
a long line of sniffling students.
When asked about the line,
one student responded, "I tink I
hab a tebbibble code, and dis id da

line where da nurse gibs us code
medicine."
"Gee, Pop," commented
Dorme, "I couldn't understand a
thing he said. It sounds like he's
sick!"
We hid around the corner of
the building until the student in
question recieved treatment at the
infirmary. He was given a small
flask full of a bright purple liquid.
We followed the sick student
to his dormitory. As we walked,
we noticed him drinking the peculiar purple potion. Upon arrival at his room, the student went
directly to sleep for several hours.
He snored loudly.
Confident that the student
would not awaken, Dorme and I
tip toed into the room and apprehended the small flask of purple
liquid as evidence. We took the
flask to Trinity's Chemistry department, and asked the mild
mannered professor De Phillips
to analyze the purple substance.
"I'm sorry," the professore
responded, "but today is Tuesday, and WRTC is broadcasting
today. Due to radio waves our
equipment will be of no help.

The Tripod is proud to
announce the addition of
nationally syndicated
columnist Dave Barry to
its Features pages. Dave
is the 1988 Pulitzer Prize
winner for distinguished
commentary and resident
madman at the
Miami Herald.
Calvin and Hobbes
HWEWSEEH
W. SHOES? I
THOUGHT IHM>
THEM OUT W6HT
HERE.

However, I can tell you that the
liquid looks like -some kind of
cold medicine."
Our suspicions were confirmed, and we returned to the
sick students dormitory room. We
observed that he was still quite
unconscious. He did not awaken
until the next day, and was far
from functional.
We went directly to the offices of the evil Dr. Cockburn to
report our findings.
"Student Absenteeism is
caused by cold medicines," we
proclaimed. The simple minded
doctor seemed confused, so I
continued. "You see, a student
can catch a cold quite easily. The
symptoms are congestion, headaches, fever, and listlessness."
"What does that have to do
with student apathy?" screamed
the doctor's assistant, Claud.
"When a student catches a
cold, he is listless. So, he goes to
the infirmary, and is given a vial
of cold medicine. That cold
medicine contains alcohol and
other drugs that make the student
more listless than he was before."
"Everyone knows that there
is no cure for the common cold,"
I explained. "Taking the drugs
only increases the symptoms.
Thinking he is getting sicker, the
student takes more cold medicine,
which makes him even more listless, so the student takes even
more cold medicine, which
makes..."
"We get the picture,"
screamed Claud. "Butwhat'syour
point."
"My point," I said," Is that a
sick student can still function at a
low level of productivity, But
given the cold medicine, he becomes comatose. He is unable to
function. Therefore, he misses
class."
"And how can this be
stopped," Dr. Cockburn asked.
" You must stop the people
behind this conspiracy," I answered.
"And who might that be," the
Dr. asked.
"1 am not sure," I responded,
"but it seems that Residential
Services is involved."

By Bill Watterson

•(OUR SHOES?/ THE!HEW
WE'RE TONS TO BE U T E .
IDOHT .J( RteHTHERE.
WERE COULP
YtEU. I CCHT GO
Wi Mi GOME?
WIVWERt WTHO
VHSHOIS. HELP

PARENTS CHNWD
THEIR MINDS N3an~ GO1HG
OUT, &>WEVIQH\ BE NEEDING
W R STOCK

"METRE NOT V,

TO LIKE TO
BE PWD l«
UER. SHOES,
RIGHT?

Printed in The Tripod Courtesy of the Hartford Courant.
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I'm Going to Start An Airline of My Own
I'm going to start my own airline. Hey, why not?
This is America, right? Anybody can have an airline.
They even let Donald Trump have one, which he
immediately renamed after himself, as is his usual
classy practice despite the fact that "Trump" sounds
like the noise emitted by livestock with gastric
disorders. ("Stand back, Earl! That cow's going to
Trump!")
Well if he can do it, I can do it. My airline will be
called: "Air Dave." All the planes in the Air Dave
fleet will utilize state-of-the-art US Defense
Department technology, thus rendering them—this
is the key selling point— invisible to radar. That's
right: I'm talking about a stealth airline.
Think about it. If you're a frequent flyer, you
know that the big problem with commercial aviation
is that the planes can be easily detected by Ait Traffic
Control, which is run by severely overstressed people
sitting in gloomy rooms drinking coffee from
Styrafoam cups and staring at little radar-screen
dots, each one representing several hundred carefree
people drinking Bloody Marys at 35,000 feet.
Naturally, the air-traffic controllers become resentful,
which is why they routinely order your Boston-toPittsburgh flight to circle Mexico City until the captain
reports that the entire passenger sector is
experiencing Barf Bag Overload.
They won't be able to do that stuff to Air Dave.
They won't even be aware that an Air Dave flight is
in the vicinity until it screams past the control tower
at Mach 2, clearly displaying its laser-guided air-totower missies, and requests permission to land
immediately.

Air Dave planes will not park at the gate. Air

Dave Barry
Dave planes will taxi directly to the rental-car counter.
The official Air Dave Spokesman will be Sean
Penn.
There will be no mutant in-flight food served on
Air Davt. At'mealtime, the pilot will simply land—
on an interstate, if necessary—and take everybody
to a decent restaurant.
Air Dave will do everything possible to live up to
its mottc:"Hey, You Only Go Around Once." There
will be no in-flight movies. There will be live bands.
Every flight will feature a complimentary Petting
Zoo Cart. Air Dave will also boast the industry's
finest in-flight pranks. For example, just after takeoff,
the door to the cockpit might "accidentally" swing
open, revealing to the passengers that the sole
occupant upthere, cheerfully sniffing the altimeter,
is a Labrador retriever named "Boomer."
All Air Dave planes will have skywriting
capability.
Air Dave pilots will be chosen strictly on the basis
of how entertaining their names sound over the
public-address system, as in "First Officer La Grange
Weevil" or (ideally) "Captain Deltoid P.
Hamsterlicker." Piltos will be encouraged to share
their thoughts and feelings with the passengers via
regular announcements such as: "What the heck
does this thing do?" and "Uh-oh!"
In the event of an emergency, a ceiling panel will

For the kid in each of us,
and for each of us who
has been a kid
Calvin and Hobbes brings back all the wonder
of being a child. With warm wit, sharp insight
and amusing art, cartoonist Bill Wattersdn
creates the world of Calvin, the type of sixyear-old boy we are all familiar with, and
Hobbes, his tiger
friend, companion
and confidant,
who, to some, is stuffed, "1
but to Calvin is real.

Starting today, Calvin and
Hobbes shows that kids
will be kids, and so can
the rest of us.

Calvin and Hobbes
PHOOEI MOM AND OAD
LOT. NOW WE'RE HERE
TOE

log just 25,000 miles, we'll let you off the plane.
Dave Barry is.a syndicated columnist. Printed by
permission of Tribune Media Services, ©1989.

Time is Not on Her Side
-By Betsy WiedenmayerSpecial to the Tripod
In Clinton Park, New York
City people go out and play softball from one to three in the moming. For them it is a time of
recreation and fitness but for others, it is another sleepless night.
On the long walk people are
out in the wee hours of the night
floundering around keeping those
in Jarvis and Northam up, or
should I say awake, in their beds
probably wishing that they were
out.there too. But because they
planned ahead to be well rested
for tomorrow's soccer game and

By Bill Watterson
SUE REMEMBERS, ML RIGHT.

HEEHEE.' D O W THINK'
SUE REMEMBERS WOW LAST
TIME WE THREATEN© To
FLUSH HER SCIENCE NOTES
DOWN THE TOILET?

I THOUGHT I WDNT HEAR.
I HEARD
AHXTVUNG.
SOMETHING
OUTSIDE.

open up over each seat and out will pop: Tony
Perkins.
I've given a lot of thought to the flight attendants.
My original idea was to use mimes, who would go
around pretending to serve beverages, etc. But then
I got to thinking about an opinion voiced a few
months back by Al Neuharth, the brain cell behind
USA Today ("The Nation's Weather Map").
You may remember this: Mr. Neuharth wrote a
column in which he was highly critical of today's
flight attendants, whom he described as "aging
women" and "flighty young men." And quite frankly
I think he has a point, which is why all the flight
attendants on Air Dave will be hired on the basis of
looking as much as possible like the ultimate human
physical specimen: Al Neuharth. Assuming we can
find anybody that short.
The Preflight Safety Lecture on Air Dave will
consist of five minutes of intensive harmonica
instruction. Passengers will also be notified that
under Federal Aviation Administration regulations,
anyone requesting a "light" beer must be ejected
over Utah.
Air Dave pilots will have standing orders to
moon the Concorde.
So that's the Air Dave Master Pain. On behalf of
Captain Hamsterlicker and the entire crew of
Neuharths, let me say that it's been a real pleasure
having you read the column today. And remember:
Under the Air Dave Frequent Flyer program, if you

SHE CANT GET
AWM YUTHTUIS.
WE'LL CAU. THE
ESOJE 99JAD.

\TW*SWNDOF ILL CHECK
A "MUMP. WIU. BUT I
HEAR. N-W
W'GOIDOK,
THUMP.
AW MAKE. SURE
ITfe NOT MtfTHING SCASM?

so S9E? TrttKES
NOTHING
OUT W E DOOR!
TWO MORE STEPS! OUT HERE.
P\JEASE,OH
PLEN5E! 1 E S ,
•(ES. 1ES

Printed in The Tripod Courtesy of the Hartford Courant.

Physics test they jumped in bed at
eleven hoping to get the healthy
eight hours of sleep. Keep dreaming.
These days it takes about
twenty people to contribute for
every one person to sleep well at
night. To be termed contributive,
one has to never speak above a
shout and is not allowed a single
bit of raucous laughter unless
there is a true and hysterical cause
forone. Now if five people wanted
to try and get a good night's sleep,
a hundred people would have to
contribute and if this was to be a
school wide effort sixteen hundred
twenty six people would be capable of allowing seventy four to
sleep in peace.
Given these ridiculous odds
which make nearly no sense to me
and even less to you but possibly
a lot to Lewis Carroll, it would
only be fair to question the custom of sleeping at night. It seems
as though one has to make an
effort at 10:00 p.m. to be half
asleep at 1:00 a.m. and no effort at
5:30 a.m. let alone even less of no
effort at 8:30 when one sits down
in the LSC auditorium for psychology.
There appears to be a displacement of active and restive
time periods. People are using
their given time to do what they
feel like doing at the times where
others want to sleep. Pretty soon,
you see, there will be a law passed
requiring people to retire at certain hours of the night. I read in
the papers of one city where policemen patrol the streets arresting teenagers who are out after
one for security reasons. That is
where the jailhouse rock was
founded.
In Scandinavia during the
winter, the sun is out twenty four
hours a day leaving it up to the

people to decide when they want
to go to sleep. But it really is not
an individual's decision because
to get any work accomplished productively people have to work
together during the same hours.
So it comes down to a democracy. And for those poor
Russians whoclassify themselves
as Communists, think again. They
hold a democracy every day over
the one element that can clearly
be defined as universal-tempor(time, for those Latin scholars out
there:)
Have you ever counted how
many times you look at your watch
everyday? Itisatleastonaverage
sixty four times a day. And what
for? To be at class on time, to see
how many more minutes of sleep
you can have, or simply to calculate how many more hours until
Cheers is on. Every day, everywhere, every second someone is
looking at the position of the two
little hands. We become dependent on the these mechanisms that
pass the time of day.
MR.
SWATCH runs our lives even
more than our parents.
But the consensus would be
if ever asked that during the night
the two little hand increase their
acceleration and velocity. When
one takes a glance at one's watch,
it is 2:00 a.m. where it previously
said 11:30 p.m.. This accelerated
''time warp justifies the reason of
why people are out so late- track
of time is lost; undefined matter.
If any cantankerous soul in the
morning feels the need to complain after yet another sleepless
night, he or she should first attempt
to consult
with
MR.SWATCH before pointing a
finger. Do not be afraid however
to make an effort to be a "contributer" if the chance happens to
arise
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Features
By Bill Watterson

Calvin and Hobbes

The Biker Chick

HIS WAS k TRICKfr
WWSCfTTH
DRIP, I U

SEE, CALW? \ BUT I KHOH
THERE'S U0WN5 I HENU>
CUT HEBE.
/SOMETMWS!
GQIQOK.,

3ETW

M.G. Blackburn

Parental Babysitting
It's Parents Weekend again. Oh no, not again. Sure, you love your
parents, most people do—when they're athome. The minute they hit
campus, love is most certainly negotiable. _
Its a constant state of confusion. (Honey, which buttons do I press t o .
open this silly door?
Of embaressment. (Hello random passerby, we are Mr. and Mrs. X.
Does our son always remember to floss?
And of boredom. (Sweetheart, could you please take us to the six hour
seminar on Marriot power lunches and manicures?)
The following is an ideal list of how to entertain your parents (and
yourself)
this upcoming weekend.
Day 1, Friday
3PM
Greet parents as you drag them back to the car.
Get real food.
Return to school.
Explode.

•

urn
CILNlH,
BACK 1HTHE HOUSE
Tins

WU OPEN
UP THAT /
[

PONT WRR.X, R 0 S M . W
THERE'S o m K 50'/. CHMCE
OF RNN TOWGWT.'

Almost Anything Can Be A Feature

4PM
'
Take parents to the Watkinson Library just before it closes and show
them Trinity's fine selection of rare and valuble books.
Tell them that you've read them all.
4:15-4:20 PM
Play hide and seek among the shelves.
Hide outside and allow them to get locked in overnight.
4:25PM-3.AM
Leave Library and go to the Summit to collect your thoughts.

Does something bother you, make you laugh, or
strike you as just plain wierd? Write about it for the
Features Section. After all, we're Features, and
we're hereto help!

Features, Box 1310

297-2583

3AM
Sleep
Day 2, Saturday
Noon
Wake up.
Let parents out of Library.
2-4 PM
Attend the interpretive Political Science performance art piece and.
fondue party on the Quad. Spill hot goat cheese whiz on Dad'd
itinerary on the day's activities.
Gloat.

• .

.

•

•

•

-

.

.

.

4:15 PM
•
Tell Dad that the Security trike parked on the Long Walk are for their
own personal use while at school.
Watch them drive it down to the View.
Opt to walk.
, ••
5:30 P M
• ' . ' " •
. Bail Dad and Mom out of jail for theft.

.

6 -11PM
Take them to the View.
.
Introduce Marty as your Faculty Advisor. • ' .
Have him ask Dad how many miles he used to have to walk to school '
in the morning. Have him ask Mom what she puts in her "Tons 0 ' Tuna
Noodle Suprise. Casserole" that makes it so yummy.

GOLD RING SALE
J75OFF18K
50OFF14K
25 OFF MIL
'9P'

11 PM
Cream your Mom at bowling & win that ugly baby picture you've
always hated that she carries in her wallet. Burn it.
11:45PM
Show them yourself in all of the team pictures lining the walls
(It's amazing what you.can do with a few made to order stickers...)

Order your college ring NOW

JOSTENS

2-6AM
Introduce Mom and Dad to the hot dog guy—tell them he's Presaident
Genty Have parents ask the "President" about Woodstock. Listen to
rum talk...arid talk., .and talk...
6:15 AM
• . '
Go to an all night diner for food'. Watch Mom polish all of the silver

A M E R I C A ' S

Place: <

C O L L E G E

.Sir,
; your allege bootetore.

7:15 AM
Explode.

Mather Hall ' • 297-2191

7:30 AM
End. Game over. Say goodbye to parents.
's Weekend draws to a close. Al,..if it could only

Trinity College
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Sports
Field Hockey Goes 4-1
The game was marked by
numerous penalties and sloppy
play. However, despite the bad
field and loud Western ConnectiThe Women's Field Hockey cut fan support, the Lady Bants
team ended their four game road dominated play and left with a
trip this week with two victories win.
over Western Connecticut and
In Saturday's game at Mount
Mount Holyoke. With these vic- Holyoke the Lady Bants again
tories their record has improved proved to be too much for the
to 4-1 on the season.
competition. They dominated the
The Lady Bants won game statistical ly, putting 32 shots
Thursday's game at Western on goal (21 off penalty corners) to
Connecticut 4-0 under the lights. Mount Holyoke's 10. Sarah
The Lady Bants controlled the Hammond opened the scoring
entire game against the weaker 2:00 minutes into the game.
but very aggressive Western Minutes later, senior Co-captain
Connecticut team. Sophomore Robin Silver converted a pass
Margot Ring scored twice for the from freshman Lexi Rice for a 2Lady Bants, and freshman Sarah Olead. Silver then assisted sophoHammond and junior Tinabeth more Susie Davis for the Lady
Passaro also had goals. Junior Bants third goal of the half.
goalie Louise van der Does reCooie Stetson's second half
corded 14 saves to notch her sec- goal off a corner hit by Silver
ond shutout of the season.
closed out Trinity's scoring in the
-By Mark GrubaSports Writer

Football Victorious
Continued from Back Page
The Bants Defensive line
has been hit hard with injuries,
especially at the position of
Nose Tackle. John Romeo went
down in the first game versus
Colby, Moments after he
scored his safety a Colby player
fell across his knee, tearing his
ligaments.
Romeo may be out for the
season, but will 'not have to
undergo surgery. He may play
later in the year if his knee
heals itself,
Romeo's backup, Craig
Woerz '93, did not make the
trip to Bowdoin due to a torn
ligament in his knee. He plans

to have arthroscopic surgery at
the end of the season. Woerz is
scheduled to play this weekend.
Jason Masi '93 filled in at the
Nose against Bowdoin.
Defensive Tackle Dave
Moran '90 was also injured on
Saturday, but may play this
week at Williams.
"The line looks strong,"
said Romeo. "Masi is a really
strong freshman, and so is
Woerz. We've got two upperclassmen [David Grant '91 and
Moran] at tackle and Jeff Buzzi
'90 and Rob Sickinger '90 are
strong at the ends. John Niland
'92 can play the nose, so we
have a lot of combinations we
can use on the line."

Be A Trinity
College

Supporter!

4-2 win. In goal, Louise van der
Does turned away 8 shots, including another save of a penalty
stroke. Senior Sarah Crissman
saved a sure goal to force the
penalty stroke. Also defensively,
Tinabeth Passaro and junior
Sydney Brown were excellent in
defending the wing sides.
Although coach Robin Sheppard was pleased with the wins,
she was able to point to areas of
play that need improvement. She
stated, "A win is a win is a win ..
. but we're greedy and demanding
of ourselves and know we can
play with less unforced errors."
She also added, "Our overall defensive play between the endline
and 25 yardline needs improvement as well." Going into the
tougher part of the schedule, with
Amherst home on Wednesday and
Williams home on Saturday afternoon, coach Sheppard concluded, "We must clean up our
play if we expect to continue our
winning ways." The Amherst
game is at 3:30 on Wednesday
and the Williams game is at 2:30
on Saturday. Just check your
calanders, remember, they should
already be marked.

Kevin RisCassi (29) looks for an opening in the Bowdoin defense.
Pfiuto by Robert E, Cockburn

Women's Tennis Splits Pair
seasons going into the day, were
bested in three sets. In the doubles
matches, only the pair of Hewitt
and Watkins were able to emerge
It was a veritable roller coaster victorious. With their team record
of a week for Trinity's women dropping to 1-4, Coach Wendy
tennis team. A tough loss to U, of Bartlett's corps were determined
Connecticut, an encouraging vic- to turn their season around.
The renewed fire found a spark
tory over Wellesley, featuring the
coming out of previously unseen during the team's match at Welledoubles strength, and news that sley on Saturday. With five of the
one of the team captains was lost singles matches decided in straight
for the season summarizes the sets, including two Trinity wins
week experienced by the Lady provided by Maria Nevares and
Courtney Geel an, freshman Laura
Bantams.
Trinity's ladies of the court Hubbard went to a third set.
Ventured into Husky territory last Hubbard, who had started the
Wednesday looking to double season at sixth singles but was
their season's win total. It was not now playing fourth, found herself
meant to be. In singles matches, down 0-5, 15-40 and facing alnumber one player Bo Hewitt and most sure defeat. In an incredible
numbersix, Katherine Macaulay, display of poise and perseverance
each posted straight set wins. she fought off three match points
Trinity was unable to take any of and took the set 7-6 in a tiethe remaining four singles matches breaker. Hubbard's inhuman efdespite valiant efforts. Heather fort set the tone for the rest of the
Watkins and Laura Hubbard, each day. For the first time all season
of whom had personal undefeated the Lady Bants won more than
-By Rick ZednickSports Writer

one doubles match. In fact, they
swept all three. The second half of
the season was off to a phenomenal start.
Unfortunately, the team suffered one more loss last week.
Co-captain Anne Nicholson has
notpJayed since thesecondmatch
of the season due to unbearable
back pains. It was determined last
week that she is out of action for
the remainder of the season.
Nicholson, who was the nuniber
two player on the team, will be
missed for her play, but she hopes
to be on hand to lend her valuable
spirit and leadership to the team
for the last few matches of the
year. As one team member put it,
"Anne is a great player, but more
than that, she's such a cool person." The entire team wishes her
well in her recovery.
The team's quest for an undefeated second half of the season
continues at home on Thursday
against Smith and on Saturday
versus Williams.

Soccer Remains Unbeaten Women's Soccer

Continued from Back Page
without the services of sophomore
striker Peter Alegi (2 goals in three
games) who was suffering from
severe flu.
The Bantams predictably
started the game flat, as the Engineers moved the ball all over the
carpet. W.P.I, took control of the
early going, and mounted their
attack on the Bantam goal. In the
first twenty minutes of the game,
the Engineers hit the crossbar and
Post with blinding shots. Then, at
the 22:48 mark, W.P.I, connected
with their first strike of the game.
Trinity went into the half
luckily escaping certain death
Irom the W.P.I, assault. Head
Coach Robie Shults felt that the
team was lucky to be down only
one goal after being blatantly
outplayed in the first half. After
some words of inspiration from
captain Mike Murphy, the Bantams went into the second half
"oping to turn the game around.
Approximately twenty three

minutes into the half forward Mike play.
Murphy registered his first goal
For many this would be a
of the game when he headed the promising week, but the Bantams
ball past the Engineer goalkeeper have yet to put together a full
to tie the game at 1-1. Neither ninety minutes of strong soccer.
team could score in the remaining Trinity has the potential to play
twenty minutes, so the game was much better soccer but they have
brought into overtime. The team's only come through when facing
first experience with overtime adversity from theopposition. The
against M.I.T. ended with a tie, so Engineers finished the game with
the team was hoping for a differ- 23 shots, besting the Bantam's
ent outcome.
total by ten. Captain Mike Murphy
Trinity dominated the first commented about the team's perovertime, shelling the W.P.I, goal formance, "W.P.I, humiliated us
with a plethora of shots, but were in the first half and their dominaunable to score in this first fifteen tion forced us to question our
minute OT period. In the second desire to win the game and have a
overtime, Murphy scored his successful season." Captain
second goal of the game at the Murphy also complemented the
] 1:4"0 mark off a corner kick from play of sophomore Matt Evans
senior asst. captain Nick and senior Dan Weisbach, who he
Formisano. The Bantams con- felt battled for 50-50 balls and
trolled the play for what they really sparked the team in the
thought would be the remainder second half.
of the game, when suddenly W.P.I.
On Tuesday the Bantams host
established a counterattack and Eastern Connecticut and on Satscored a less than exciting goal urday they will host Williams for
with less than three minutes to •the Parent's weekend throngs.

Continued from Back Page
Wcidenmayer put the icing on the cake at the 5:00 mark by
chalking up her first collegiate goal. The game ended with both
teams feeling they had played poorly, but Trinity's capatilization
of their offensive opportunities provided the key to the win.
Even on a bad day, the Lady Bants were able to substantially
defeat one of their major rival, which is a good sign for the future.
Looking ahead into the season is optimistic co-captain Debbie
Glew who thinks "the team has a lot of depth, the freshmen are really adding a lot this year." Glew, who broke her nose in two places
during the Amherst game last Saturday, and underwent surgery last
Thursday, should be able to play in Thursday's game at home
against Smith.

Travel-Sales
Sell spring break
package tours to
Jamaica & Margarita
Island. Earn free travel
arid cash. Great sales
experience and flexible hours.
1-(800) 426-7710

Jobs In Alaska
Hiring m;ui and women •
Summer - year round.
CANNERIES, HSHING,
1
LOGGING, TOURISM,
CONSTRUCTION., I Ip to
$6000 weekly, plus free room
and hoard. Call now, Call
.refundable.

1 (206) 736-0775
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Sports
Women Win Invitational

BOXSEATS
By Patrick Keane
Parent's weekend as always will showcase Trinity's best
athletes in the friendly confines of our gorgeous Hartford
campus. This weekend the majority of our fall sports, including
men's and women's, will be playing in front of their friends and
relatives in the quintessential homecoming for all Bantam
parents. There is however one element about this year's
Parent's weekend that is particularly nettling, the football team
will be facing Williams in Williamstown, not at our own Jessee
Stadium.
.
I am only the sports editor of this publication and I must
say that I am not consulted in the decisions of event scheduling,
but wouldn't it be wiser for the football team to be home on
Parent's weekend? It is interesting that virtually every athletic
team Williams fields will be at Trinity this weekend except for
their football team. Did the Williams football team fear for their
lives and choose not to play in Hartford or was this scheduling
a strategem of the Trinity athletic department?
Parent's weekend is a festive time for Trinity athletics,
and it would make sense that all events would be at home on
this weekend. Scheduling events at home for this weekend
have never been a problem in the past, so why have we
encountered such difficulty this year? It seems that it would
even be easier for both schools if all of the events were at Trinity.
Could the problem be that the game's officials didn't feel like
driving all the way to Hartford, or maybe they don't know the
way? The problem could also have been one of econonmics; for
example, the football team didn't want to compete with the
soccer team for fans.
Fan dollars and the incompetence of the officials are
valid concerns, but what is the real reason for the football team
being in Williamstown this weekend? I have no reason to
question the developments or bureaucracy of the athletic
department, but it couldn't have been that difficult to keep the
football team at home this weekend.

talents Pam 1 Novak. She was complete the team scoring. Nine
closely followed by Jen Moran more Trinity men completed the
-By Laura Kearney'91, who demonstrated her com- race,,with some literally deciding
Sports Writer
petetive toughness as she placed to "go the extra yard" that was
well despite having just come off necessary.
This SaturdayTrinity's Cross
Normally the Bantams would
Country team once again trav- ' the injury list,
The depth of the woman's have attended the Connecticut
elled north to Massachusettes, this
team was evidenced in strong fin- Intercollegiates, but the foresight
time for the Amherst Invitational.'
Having left behind the mud and ishes from Abby Bordner '93, of Coach Dave Barry allowed the
Laura Kearney '90, Brooke Ray- Bantams the opportunity to,run
rain of last week, the Lady Bants
mond '90, Elizabeth Hines '90 the Amherst course before the
surged ahead of Westfield State,
NESCAC championships which
and Anne Bennett '90.
Mount Holyoke, Amherst and
North Adams State to win their
The men's team also had a will be held there in two weeks.
second invitational meet of the
day of fine performances as they And with first and third place finseason.
finished behind Westfield State ishes, few are sorry to have missed
and Amherst to capture the bronze. the Connecticut race.
At sunrise, the Bantams al. Trinity's runners will be one
Team scoring on the 5 mile course
ready knew the conditions were
was led by Mike Joyce (28:07) of the teams at home on Parent's
those of a perfect cross-country
andDave Payne.(28:56) who both Weekend. Races begin at 12:00,
"day. Arriving at Amherst,
finished in the top ten. Bruce so come out to the Quad to see the
Trinity's runners set out with a
Corbett, Kevin Hall, and Doug start, finish and mile splits of our
map of the course in what seemed
a futile attempt to understand the Wetherall finished a close 12th, new course.
13th and 15th respectively to
loops in the course. This understanding would prove crucial for
Trinity's top women runners.
Starting times were moved
up so runners would not have to
bear the threat of soccer balls in
addition to the bales of hay alIndividual Tutoring
The writing center will be housed in
ready linning the cours'e. Carrie
temporary quarters this semester
Available for Trinity
Pike '93 and Candace Mulready
while we await the completion of
Students
'91 took the lead from the start
our new facilities
and, working together, proved to
Fall 1989
be a paragon of teamwork as they
placed first and second on the 3.2
mile course.
Afternoon Hours in Goodwin Lounge
Claire Summers '92, one of
(Next to Cinestudion)
the many runners this weekend
with a personal cheering section,
Monday - Thursday 1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
finished third in team scoring and
an impressive eleventh overall.
Evening Hours in Life Sciences 139
Rounding out team scoring which
is determined by the placings of
Monday - Thursday 6:30 p.m. - 9:30 p.m.
the top five runners of each team,
was another of the freshwoman
Drop in or phone for an appointment: 297-2468

Writing Center

Spirits Liquors *Cf- *
'

'.

Wines and liquors • 237 White Street • 525-2221

NFL
Tampa Bay*
Pittsburgh*
San Diego
Dallas
Buffalo
Atlanta
Cleveland
Detroit
Houston
NY Giants
New Orleans
Kansas City
Phoenix

17
16

21 '
:.I7
23 • 17

21
20
20
20
. 21
20
16

Mondav Nipht Fnnthali
New York Jets' 24 LA. Raiders

23

KEGS
Busch 1/2
Buscrri/4
Mil's Best 1/2
Bud 1/2
Bud 1/4
Milleri/2
Miller 1/4

/ I Football Picks

COLLEGE
FORCE

Chicago
19
Cincinnati
20
Denver*
24
Green Bay* 21
Ind'napoUs* 24
LA. Hams*
26
Miami*
17
Minnesota*
28
N. England* 21
Philiadelphfc i* 21
San Francisco'31
Seattle*
26
Washington* 24

.

$33.99+
$1;9.99+
$25.75+
$40.49+

$23.99+
$40.49
$23.99

35

V-ABAMA
21
^KANSAS
23
v
BURN
27
•'iRIGHAM YOUNG .. .
38
*CLEMSON
21
* -0L0RADO
31
*E'JKE
14
FLORIDA STATE ....
24
*r;AWAII
28
•HOUSTON
35
•ILLINOIS
24
•INDIANA ....
.
31
IOWA STATE
28
•LOUISIANA STATE
.20
DRYLAND
17
"MEMPHIS STATE
21
•MIAMI (FLORIDA)
49
M12HIG.AN STATE . . . . . . . 24
'"ICHIGAN
38
* U INNESOTA
-21
•••EBEASKA
49
"NEW MEXICO
.
21
"•'3RTH CAROLINA . .
21
f-TRE DAME . .'(
. . 28
•'KLAHOMA
21
1'FNN STATE . . . . . . , . , ,
17
PENNSYLVANIA
28
"TTSBURGH
35'
'-"INCET0N . . .
, . . 24

•NAVY
•MISSISSIPPI
•TEXAS CHRISTIAN
•KENTUCKY
WYOMING
VIRGINIA
MISSOURI
ARMY
•SYRACUSE
,
SAN DIEGO STATE
BAYLOR
OHIO STATE
NORTHWESTERN . . . . . . . .
•KANSAS
FLORIDA .
•GEORGIA TECH
VANDERBILT
CINCINNATI
....
•IOWA
.
WISCONSIN
PURDUE
KANSAS STATE
COLORADO STATE U . . . .
WAKE FOREST
•STANFORD
OKLAHOMA
•RUTGERS
•COLUMBIA
•TEMPLE ••
•BROWN .
,

SPECIALS

Dubra Vodka
$9.99+ Liter
Black Label Bar Bottles
$5.99+ Case

14
14
7
14
21
10
14
13
21
21
21
21
14
21
14
14
20
7
21
7
14
0
20
20
7
7
14
7
14
!4

•OREGON
24
•SOUTH CAROLINA
23
•SO. CALIFORNIA
27
•SO. MISSISSIPPI
24
•TENNESSEE
17
TEXAS A. £. M
21
•TEXAS
:
24
TULSA
',
. 24
• U . C. L . A
, . 27
UTAH
21
•WEST VIRGINIA
31
*U Cal Davis
•California.....
Cameron . . . . . . . . .
C a p i t a l . . ..'
•Central Florida . . . . .
•Central Michigan . . . .
Central s t a t e (OKU) .
•Centre
• C i t a d e l (The)
......'.
Coast Guard
•Cornell'
•Cortland S t a t e

WASHINGTON STATE
EAST CAROLINA
WASHINGTON.
TULANE
GEORGIA
•TEXAS TECH
RICE

* S . W. LOUISIANA
ARIZONA STATE
•TEXAS-EL PASO
VIRGINIA TECH
35
Hayvard S t a t e
31
San Joae s t a t e . . . . . .
28
'Heat Texas s t a t e . . .
14
*0hio Northern . . . . . .
21
East Tennessee State
28
Rent s t a t e
21
"Abilene C h r i s t i a n . .
24
MillBaps
42
Western Carolina
14
'Wesleyan
21
Lafayette
35
BrocKport S t a t e
Dayton
35
•Catholic U
•Delavare state .....'. 21
BethunB^Cookman . . . . .
Delavare
28
' H t l l i a u E. Mary
•Denison
, ,, 28
Wooater

' Dickinson
21
•Dvtquesne
21
Drake
21
•East Stroudsburq
24
•Eastern Kentucky .... 42
'"=itr-tn "ichlgan
21 '

21
14
24
14
I4
14
14
21
14
20
21
'
14
21
13
14
14
14
14
1"
13
20
14
7
14
21
21

'Franklin i. Marshall
14
Waynesburg
14
•Evansville
14
Blaomsburg
14
Austin Peny State ... 0
Toledo
14

DIRECTIONS
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Trinity 4, Western 0
Trinity (3-1)
WCSU (0-3)
Goals: Margo Ring (2), Sarah Hammond,
Tinabeth Passaro. van der Does - 3 saves

Trinity 39, Bowdoin 38
Trinity (2-0)
Bowdoin (0-1-1)

3 7 14 15- 39
7 13 10 8 - 38

Todd Levine QB

308 yrds passing
24-46 passes
Kevin RisCassi FB
82 yrds rushing
.
•
2 td's
won game with 2 point option pass

Trinity 2, WPI 2
Trinity (2-0-2)
WPI
(3-3-1)

0 1 0 1-2
1 0 0 1-2

Goals:
Mike Murphy (2), Assists:
Aaron Grazado, Nick Formisano. Saves:
Scott Zoltowski-12 .

PHYSICAL EDUCATION CLASSES
2ND QUARTER REGISTRATION
Registration for 2nd quarter physical education classes will be held on
the last three days of 1st quarter, Oct. 11th, 12th, 13th, in Robin
Sheppard's office in Ferris 202. You may also register during Open
Period in Ferris 202. During the first week of 2nd quarter, Oct. 23rd Oct. 27th, you may still add/drop 2nd quarter classes with the permission of that course instructor. Most classes have a class limit... So don't
wait until the last moment!!!

The Tripod Top 21
1. Notre Dame
2. Miami
3. Nebraska
4. Colorado
5. West Virginia
6. Michigan
7. SMU

New EnqlandFootball Results

8. Pitt
9. USC
10. Oklahoma
11. Alabama
12. Tennesee
13. Houston
14. Arizona

15. Clemson
16. Auburn
17. Syracuse
18. N.C. State
19. Washington St.
20. Illinois
21. Air Force

Pat's Picks
The Tripod's World Series Predictions

24
Williams
10
Amherst
Coast Guard 14
27
Hamilton
Wesleyan
.10
46
Holy Cross
Northeastern 20
31
UConn
18
. URI
41
Maine
36
Bucknell
34
Ohio State

Tufts
Middlebury
Norwich
Colby
Bates
Princeton
Cornell
Yale
Brown
Richmond
Dartmouth
Boston Coll.

9
0
7
106
0
0
20
13
16
20
29

Toronto vs. Oakland
Oakland's power and pitching, a healthy
Jose Canseco, and an effective Dennis
Eckersiey will give the A's the edge in this
series. Oakland in 5.
/...-••

Chicago vs. San Francisco
Cubs fans will be disappointed once again.
SanFrancisco's double threat of Kevin Mitchell
and Will Clark will prove insurmountable. Look
for the Giants in 6.

San Francisco vs. Oakland
This year's Bay Series will pit two excellent
offensive teams against one another. Pitchers
beware. Will Clark will win the MVP award and
San Francisco will win the series. Giants in 7.

Notre Dame will beat the Patriots 34-10.

Athlete of the Week
Michael Murphy, Men's
Soccer Captain is this
week's Athlete of the
Week. Murphy scored
three goals in two games,
bringing his season total
to five. This award is a
fitting tribute to a player
who always works his
hardest on the field.

The View Specials
Come to The View for Dinner!
Pitchers of Busch are only $3
when you order a meal between
6 p.m.. and 8 p.m.
Monday Night Football
Free pizza and $3 pitchers of
Mil's Best from kickoff to ending
Sunday Night - Pitchers of
Milwaukee's Best are onlt $3
between 9 p.m. and closing
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Bants Beat Bowdoin in 39-38 Shootout
-By Mike PinaSpecial ta the Tripod

passes for 82 yards. When he yard.run in the forth quarter.
couldn't get around the defense
RisCassi caught2ofLevine's
he lowered his shoulder and ran 3 touchdown passes, but perhaps
, right through them.
the most memorable moment of
Bowdoin did everything they the game and of the season thus"
wanted to but win. A potent of- far came with 1:34 left in the
fense for the Polar Bears led them game. Coming of a Bowdoin
toanearvictory. Athalftimethey punt from the Trinity 42 yard line,
were leading the Bantams 20-10 Levine completed three straight
led by 118 rushing yards.
first down passes. Steve Redgate
Bowdoin punted on their first carried the Bantams 27 yards
two possessions, but opened up closer to the end zone on a run and
on the Bants with :45 seconds left a reception. Joe Brockmire pulled
in the first quarter with a scoring in the Bants 6 yard touchdown.
run of 23 yards.
. The Bantams were down by
• Bowdoin's offense hit Trin- one point. The decision here was
ity with two 4 yard scores in the to go for the tie or the game. Head
second quarter. The Bants coun- coach Miller made the gutsy call
tered with a 21 yard run by Ris- . to go to the money men for 2.
Option pass to McNamara. Two
Cassi.
The 18 Bowdoin second half points, Bantams win, and the only
points were countered by the thing that Kevin RisCassi did not
Bantam's 29. McNamara hauled do was kick a field goal. Maybe
in two scoring passes of 6 and 25 next week.
yards. RisCassi added a three
Please see Football, Page 21

The Trinity Bantams scored
29 points in the second half to
slide away with a 39-38 victory
over the Bowdoin Polar Bears at
Bowdoin's Whittier Field.
The Bants travelled north
knowing thatpartof the heart and
. soul of the defense would be sidelined. Sophomore sensation John
Romeo suffered ligament damage to his right knee and senior
< tri-captain Darren Toth pulled a
"groin in last week's game versus
Colby.
Especially without the bonecrushing hits and spirited leadership of Toth the Bants knew they
would have some difficulties
defensively. Despite the key injuries to Toth at free safety "and
Romeo at nose tackle in the 30-0
trouncing of Colby, the Bantam
squad was confident that the team
would adapt and overcome.
However, defensively Trinity had an uncharacteristic weak
game allowing 38 points, and 436
-By Patrick H. Keanetotal yards, 216 yards passing and
Sports Editor
220 yards rushing. Several defensive players described the lull
in the traditionally tough defense
Afterasomewhatdisappointas a problem with timing.
ing week the men's soccer team
Saturday in Polar Bear land it has increased their unbeaten streak
was the offense's day to shine. to four games. With a victory
They picked up the slack for what over division II Quinnipiac and a
the defense lacked and preserved tie vs. W.P.I., the Bantams have
the undefeated record. Todd run their record to 2-0-2. This
Levine had his best day as a record to start the season might-1
Bantam quarterback passing for seem impressive to the casual
more than 300 yards and 3 touch- observer, but it doesn't reflect the
downs.
dejection of a team that tied two
Senior receiver Terry Mc- opponents that it assuredly should
Namara had his traditional great , have beaten.
game catching 8 passes for 94
Last Monday, the Bantams
yards and 2 touchdowns, and Joe faced Quinnipiac and accepted the
Brockmire had an exceptional challenge of tougher division II.
game catching 5 and running 5 for competition with a 4-2 drubbing.
a total of 105 yards and 1 touch- Trinity once again proved that
down.
they are a traditionally slow startAnyone who saw knew that ing team, when sophomore forthis day was Kevin RisCassi's ward Peter Alegi finally scored at
hall of fame day. He averaged 11 the 33:29 markof thefirst half.
yards perxarry and catching 13
This scoring strike was the
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y Robert E. Cockburn

Men's Soccer Unbeaten After 4 Games
culmination of a tremendous
Bantam barrage on the Quinnipiac goal iate in the first half. The
next goal was posted a mere fifty
six seconds later when senior
forward and captain Mike Murphy
headed the ball past the Quinnipiac carp for his third goal of the
season. The Bantams added their
final goal of the half with a little
less than three minutes remaining
when sophomore forward Dennis
Cormier launched the ball off the
left post and into the back of the
net.

• .

• • .

TheBantams took this seemingly insurmountable 3-0 lead into
halftime against a very shellshocked Quinnipiac team. Asst,
Coach Matt Clark emphasized the'
importance of not letting down
and keeping consistent pressure
on the Quinnipiac goal.
Trinity started the second half
as theyended the first, with abevy
shots on the Quinnipiac goal, but
as the half progressed the Ban-

Pat M r C a b e lunges for the ball to thwart a Quinnipiac indirect kick. The Bants w o n 4 - 2 .

Football Beats Bowdoin 39-38 (See Above)
Men's Soccer Wins 1, Ties 1 (See Above)
Women's X-Country Wins Amherst Invit (Page 18)

Photo by Kevin Wong

tams seemed to letdown the pressure and defensive lapses were
evident. To further add to these
second half lapses, Quinnipiac,
feeling they had nothing to lose
sent their stopper and sweeper
through the middle on virtually
all of their offensive attacks. Then
with five minutes to play, Quinnipiac capitalized on Bantam
miscues and were granted an
indirect kick outside the Trinity
area. They were able to place a
low ball outside the wall and into
the Bantam net for their first goal
of the game. A little less than two
minutes later,. Quinnipiac sent

their middle defenders through
and tallied their second goal of the
afternoon. With twenty seconds
remaining the Bantams, behind
junior midfielder Craig Hyland
managed to save face when he
deposited his breakaway shot in
the posterior of the Quinnipiac
net for a 4-2 victory.
On Saturday Trinity traveled
to Worcester, -MA to face the
Engineers of W.P.I, on their home
carpet. The Engineers had previously beaten M.I.T. 1-0 in Cambridge, a team that Trinity tied a
week ago. The Bantams were
Please see Soccer, Page 21

Women's Soccer
Crushes Mules
teen minutes later Thayer added
numbertwo, asEnnisbr.okedown
the right wing and hit a picture
perfect cross and the breaking
The women's soccer team Thayer headed the ball into the
defeated the Connecticut College twine. By the end of the half
Lady Camels this past Saturday Trinity, led. by defenders Kris
by a score of 4-1, due to excellent Mills, Lea Macaro, and Merrill
play by sophomore Sally Thayer Richardson had kept their oppo(3 goals) and freshman goalkeeper nents from scoring, but Conn had
Allison Bolk (28 saves). Before dominated most of the half.
the game both teams were anticiThe second half was no difpating a struggle. Connecticut ferent, the Camels came out strong
had heard of Trinity's win over and scored 3:00 into the half. The
Amherst (6-1) and Trinity wanted momentum took a dramatic turn
revenge for last year's 3-0 loss to and Trinity supporters were bethe Camels. Before the game, co- ginning to worry. The Camels
captain Kathy Ennis felt, "The completely took over, forcing
team is a lot more prepared this Bolk to make 18 second half saves
year, we want revenge." Revenge for a total of 28 in the ganie'
is what Trinity got.
Trinity was very fortunate as Bolk
Although far from their best came through with key saves time
game of the season, Trinity was and again. Every time Trinrty got
able to capitalize on their limited close to the goal,Conn's defense
offensive opportunities and keep was able to control and clear the
the Camels from penetrating of- ball. With 10:00 left in the game,
fensively. Thayer began her hat Thayer scored her third goal and
trick 6:00 into the first half,.with; allowed Bantam fans to breathe a
a perfectly placed shot over Conn little easier. Freshman Betsy
goalie Eva Cahalan's reach. FifPlease bee Page 21
-By Cara CahalanSports Writer

Field Hockey Goes 4-1 (Page 17)
Women's Soccer Crushes Mules (See Above)
Tennis Splits Pair (Page 17)

